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Understanding place: London under the surface. The mainline railways, their
relationship with the UK, and the Underground system is at the heart of London’s
form and structure.

The concept of ‘place as client’ puts aside all separate stakeholders
and interested parties’ claims to be the sole driver of urban planning.
It is close to psychoanalysis – the town on the couch – what is ‘it’
under the surface – and to paraphrase Louis Kahn’s famous dictum
‘what does the place want to be’? When asked why I made proposals
for re-planning the setting of Buckingham Palace, I replied that the
results would invariably be skewed by client interest. The monarch,
the Royal Parks, the trafﬁc police or the planners would all brief
the designer from a pre-judged, self-orientated perspective. Our high
streets, public pavements and urban landscape infrastructures all
need an integrity and objectivity that comes from responding not to
a client, but to the place itself.
Of course, without a client there is no fee or salary. But in
the volunteer tradition of the National Trust, Oxfam, Housing
Associations etc, voluntary energy can be harnessed and be
extraordinarily effective. In Edinburgh, in London and the Thames
Gateway, working independently and voluntarily with planners,
architects, engineers, surveyors, we have all joined in (p100), made
plans, attended workshops, drawn up proposals for parts of the
cities and their landscape. Often, ‘seed money’ to small ﬁrms of
designers and planners, modest bits of funding to get started, have
proved very powerful as catalysts to release considerable energies
and skills. There is also a considerable array of public, semi-public
and charitable bodies whose resources and know-how are readily
offered and available – CPRE, Royal Parks, Civic Trust, Demos, the
Countryside Agency, English Heritage, universities and so on.
Planning and placemaking are conventionally thought of as being
the domain of local, regional and national government. But just as
good health is not solely down to the medical professions or state
health authorities, encompassing a much broader spectrum of diet
and exercise, the responsibilities of planning and designing the
physical environment essentially lie with individuals and their own
voluntary and collective actions, quite separate from the state. There
has been an inexorable shift from the late 1940s Welfare State vision
of town planning and its associated legislation (which pre-assumed
state control and leadership in planning), to a culture of ‘non-plan’,
with development control the primary operating force at town and
city level – a kind of built-environment-trafﬁc-warden-culture that

relies on others doing the actual planning. It’s a far cry from the late
’70s when town planners tried to organise themselves to promote all
public planning to be carried out only by public servants.
Deregulation of the City of London’s ﬁnancial services sector
in the late ’80s was perhaps seen as a model for British urban and
political management since. Simon Jenkins’ book Thatcher and Sons
is essential reading, particularly on expanding the private sector’s
perceived efﬁciencies and the public sector’s centralising role of
control for its own sake. But missing from this equation are larger
forces such as climate change, which will have to be addressed by
positive not reactive public planning. Or, as Isaiah Berlin noted in
the late ’50s, by positive liberty not negative liberty. Public town
planning and design is a good thing and since it is for the beneﬁt of
all, it must be executed on a broad range of skills and talents; a state,
public service-based control system of private sector planning can
never ever be enough.
Leadership and vision in urbanism can come from any appropriate
sector. Patrick Geddes, Colin Buchanan and Ebenezer Howard
moved easily between professional sectors and boundaries. Great
mayors and effective ofﬁcer level city leaders have often been equalled
by private entrepreneurial visionaries such as Joseph Rowntree,
George Peabody and Titus Salt. At Thames Gateway, the panoply
of government agencies invariably do not have anything like the
worldwide, large-scale skills, resources and experience of the UK’s
renowned international developers, contractors, engineers, architects
and planners. They should have public leadership roles and not
just be seen as the peripheral (‘self-interested’) ﬁsh that feed off the
(‘responsible’) thinking of government.
But, again, the power of the non-public sector in London’s
urban planning affairs is often unrecognised. For centuries, private
interest has governed the great aristocratic, landed estates, such as
Bloomsbury and Notting Hill (p68). Together with the monarchy,
through the Crown Estates and Royal Parks (p64) these private
interest groups own and ‘control’ much of central London. Add
to this the infrastructural estates of hospitals and transport, and
the extensive public estates of mass housing, then it becomes clear
that there is an astonishingly large proportion of London not in
the conventional open market and therefore not answerable to
normal development control planning. Taking streets, roads and
urban motorways run by highway authorities and police into the
equation, then the amount of land democratically answerable to
local planning committees is nothing like enough to mean that the
actual democratically elected planning committees plan most of
London. Actually, nobody ‘plans’ London.
But this is not to say that the extensive network of bite-sized
bits of land stewardship and management is a bad thing. Admired
the world over, the Great Estates and Royal Parks are the epitome
of town-planning achievement, accounting for much of what is
perceived as core ‘quality of life’ values in London. How can the
qualities of town planning and stewardship be spread? How can the
multiple ownerships of the neglected ‘lands between’ – the chaos of
Oxford Street and the rambling suburban High Streets (other than
Marylebone and Kensington) – be brought on and become places
that actually work and of which communities can be proud?
It is only in new, mainly privately led, developments that much
urban planning happens today. Unlike the ’60s and ’70s when
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Introducing this special issue on London, Terry Farrell considers the dynamic, intricate and rapidly evolving
nature of the metropolis and how propositions for urban planning must respond to its unique spirit of place.

The collage shows how much of
central London is owned by a small
minority. If you add to this road
areas, utilities and religious buildings,
little is left that’s actually under
‘normal’ town-planning control.
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Understanding London: primary east-west
streets and their evolved specialised function.

Urban design: bite-sized proactive planning
proposals: 2006 Edinburgh plan of plans.
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2003 Manchester and Salford: connecting the two cities and
their universities with linked overlapping mini-masterplans.

London’s publicly funded New Towns and great public housing
estates, such as Roehampton, Churchill Gardens and Thamesmead
were built, today it is the private estates of Canary Wharf, Broadgate,
King’s Cross, Paddington Basin, Stratford City, Stockley Park,
Wembley and Greenwich Peninsula, that involve the energies and
skills of those that make new places. In between is the public domain
of overlapping controls and authorities – invariably an area where
non-plan prevails. One borough leader described it to me as ‘the best
we can hope for is the managed decline of the public realm’.
Scale in planning is now a primary issue. In between the two
extremes of large area structure plans and smaller private sites subject
to development control, is the bite-sized, understandable, place-based
world of urban design – neither town planning nor architecture, a
discipline, an art form and skill area of its own. In London it deals
with the terrain as it is – a process closer to collage and bricolage and
placemaking, than either to the design taste or social Utopianism of
many architects – and also with pattern discernment, pragmatism
and the belief that cities are shared in their creation, the work of
many hands rather than individual ‘artists’.
The nature of London is this collage of places – villages, towns,
mini cities and many estate lands, and yet political expediency has
parcelled up its democratic boundaries and management in ways that
do not relate to communities and places. The genius of London was
Nash, inspired by the landscaping techniques of Capability Brown
and Repton, Nash’s great collaborator. The Paris of Haussmann is
inspired by the formal classical landscapes of Le Duc and the Palace
of Versailles. However, London is very different from Paris and
Barcelona. Their city politics and management, planning processes
and activities do not readily translate to this metropolis.
Consultation and community participation are always essential,
but the prevailing contemporary culture of relying too much on
these processes to divine a way forward is seriously ﬂawed. To choose
or assemble a jigsaw, there has to be a picture on the box. My most
inspirational teacher when a graduate student of city planning in
Philadelphia during the ’60s, was not Louis Kahn or Ed Bacon or
Robert Venturi or Kevin Lynch, but Paul Davidoff whose ‘choice
theory’ perceived planners as being essentially ‘advocates’. Their
role was to put forward propositions, advocate them, debate them,
consult on them and then let the communities decide. It puts the
planner forward as a creative person, with responsibilities for the
leadership of ideas.
London is and has always been, a place (like all the UK) without
a constitution, without a plan or even overall urban management
and stewardship. It is even a place without a ﬁrm belief in the great
Continental qualities and beneﬁts of the urban life – there is always
an underlying belief that rural values are better. London is perceived
as a collection of villages and small towns with the Royal Parks,
former royal hunting grounds, as pieces of trapped countryside.
Social leaders – monarch, aristocracy, business magnates – all not
only live in outside country estates, but they also want their London
homes to have gardens and (density allowing) to be as much like
their rural homes as possible. Aspiring lower social orders buy their
houses with gardens in leafy streets and don’t like to rent or live in
apartments. The ‘civic’ life, the shared, the urban has not been the
preferred option. Yet, seemingly contradictorily, London is the great,
liveable metropolis, described by the Lonely Planet Guide as having
more to tempt the visitor than any other European city, more diverse,
more artistically pioneering and capable of offering ‘the very best for
everyone’. London has changed: urban is now OK.
But this great teeming place faces many issues. It is not just a place
for the tourists or the well-off. It has a great deal of freedom, but at
the price of social injustice, urban decay and public realm decline,
and faces (admittedly not alone in this) very signiﬁcant future issues
from global competitiveness to climate change (not least the rising
level of the river Thames and its estuary, p92). London is actually a

triumph of town planning, albeit of a more informal Nash/Repton
style, based on mid-scale increments of villages and Great Estates
rather than on city-making boulevards and civic gestures. The
reliance on this strategy makes it much more vulnerable than the
great European cities whose innate, visible and top-down structured
spatial planning, will endure. It should be remembered that in the
mid twentieth century, London (like its like-minded twin, New York),
was a metropolis in a serious, almost terminal, state of decline. But it
is also a place that can very readily and ﬂexibly respond and react to
new wealth, new technologies, new social cultures and new rules. As
such it is both more vulnerable, yet more creatively responsive.
I have always been engaged with voluntary propositions for
London. The linking of the Royal Parks as a primary public
realm was drafted in 1974 and my involvement continues today as
honorary planner to the Royal Parks and Walking Champion for
Central London Partnership. Alternative schemes for Hammersmith
and Wimbledon town centres were drawn up with local communities
in the ’80s. With ‘Save Britain’s Heritage’ I produced schemes for
Mansion House and Spitalﬁelds. For the South Bank arts complex
and the broader River Thames, I worked with the South Bank Board
and the Royal Fine Arts Commission – predecessor to CABE. More
recently there has been the Marylebone Road/Euston Road project
which began with the GLA Architecture and Urbanism Unit and
the London Borough of Camden and work on the Thames Gateway
with English Heritage, the Campaign to Protect Rural England and
Demos the think-tank group.
The more you look at our towns and cities, the more it becomes
clear that they could all be improved with care, thought and ideas.
The vacuum of public realm inertia needs ideas and advocacy.
The more choice there is, the more chance there is that the skills
of the urban designer can make a contribution. Public realms need
imaginative ideas and propositions that are public spirited in origin
and publicly available for potential realisation.
Where does London go in the twenty-ﬁrst century? With the
Olympics arriving in 2012, there is a real chance for London to
emerge as the world’s model virtual city, based not just on new IT and
communications technology, and its roles of trading capital. Instead,
there is a chance to create a metropolis based on the media’s role of
communicating and connecting, of twenty-ﬁrst century style, urban
culture and the broader spectrum of the arts. London is increasingly
becoming a city of artistic freedom and of festivals, where the
Olympics is just a part of street events, of arts events, open markets
and outdoor activities of a nature and scale very different from the
formal, contained public squares of European cities. Uniquely, it is
all of the dynamic metropolis that engages in this enterprise.
TERRY FARRELL

PLACE AND
URBAN DESIGN
SOME GENERAL PROPOSITIONS
A. URBAN DESIGN
1. In this metropolis of accretion and collage,
the art and discipline of urban design leads;
architecture and town planning follow.
2. Urban design is primarily scale and territory
related based on bite-sized propositions and
projects for communities and places.
3. Urban design is a skill – some ‘get-it’ and some
don’t; and often those that ‘do’ can be from any
of a wide range of disciplines. (One of the best
I’ve met is a vicar!)

Photographs here and on previous page are by David Grandorge.

4. Urban design can be visible or invisible (changing
one-way trafﬁc gyratory systems or pedestrian
underpasses radically changes how we use our cities).
5. Urban design is proactive and leads development
control.
6. Urban design can be individual or team led or
vision led: there is no leadership rule.
B. PLACE
1. There is for humans a generic, almost DNA sense
of place for all places.
2. But urban design and placemaking can only deal
with place as speciﬁc, not utopian; analysis of existing
form, its history and context and what makes the
place what it uniquely is, is the starting point. Place
can be seen as a culture ‘frozen in time’.
3. Place is always a silent client and often the best
clue is what it ‘wants to be’.

4. Mono-cultural entities like shopping centres,
hospitals and airports are kind of half-places
but they invariably revert to the natural DNA
of human places diversifying and layering with
shopping, chapels, housing etc and become
structured with a hierarchy of streets and
squares.
5. Place is always changing; city planning and
designing is invariably about recognising
directions and rates of change. London’s docks
for example are empty but the river trafﬁc rules
and authorities still prevail over new urban forms.
6. But in the end nature and global changes
will prevail over all; less than 10 000 years ago
London’s river, the Thames, was a tributary of the
Rhine and the UK was not an island. Climate
change and changing sea levels have been, and
will be, the norm.
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MAKE LONDON
UNDERSTANDABLE
A unified mental mapping system for the metropolis
BACKGROUND
London has grown organically over a long time, making the city’s form
very hard to comprehend. Transport systems and land ownership mix the
formal with the informal on a ﬂat plain where there are few distinguishing
geographic features, except for a meandering river. This makes the
metropolis difﬁcult to map out and hard for residents and visitors to have
a mental grasp of any conceptual ordering system. London is swamped by
a bafﬂing proliferation of different plans and maps which do not correlate
with each other and, given a road system described by one American
visitor as ‘laid out by a herd of wandering cows’, it seems almost
impossible to make sense of this apparent disorder.

08

08
M25 London orbital
motorway map.
Courtesy of the AA.
09
Current highly complex
Walking Map for London.

Combining all maps into one system shows
underlying patterns and helps to bring order to
the city’s form. The starting point is London’s one
true cartographic success story, the underground
tube map by Harry Beck. First launched in 1933,
a version of it is still in use today. Using Beck’s
abstracted,schematiccartography,othertransport,
movement and place characteristics can be
transposed onto it, giving a concise and lucid sense
of London’s rambling urban geography.

10
First sketch of new
coherent mapping for
metropolitan scale.

Central London – the Big Grid.

London at the largest metropolitan scale:
it is possible to take the outer ring of the M25
and link London to the whole of the South-East
and Thames Gateway. The next inner ring is
the North & South Circular roads. This inner
suburban ring is given order from metropolitan
open space and defines towns and communities
in outer and inner London. Keeping the Circle
Line and the iconic artery of the River Thames
as shown on the 1933 tube map, the central
Underground is linked to overground places for
pedestrians, cyclists and other city users.

05
Urban structure of London
within the Circle Line.
06
Travel distances and times.
07
Working drawing of the
Underground map
integrated into the
overground map.

Bottom sequence of drawings: turning the Underground
map into an overground map for central London, using the
iconography of the Underground map to create a base
for the overground map. Freehand sketches and diagrams
show the methodology, by which the tube map system was
developed to relate to all the overground systems.
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PROPOSITION

01
Current Underground map,
an updated version of Harry
Beck’s 1930s original.
Courtesy of TfL.
02
Circle Line base components.
03
Big Grid on tube map.
04
Walking routes connecting
stations, main public spaces
and parks.

09

Mind Map for Greater London including the eastern extremities of the Thames
Estuary and the government’s three component territories for the Thames Gateway.

02

03

04

05

06

07

Anomalies on the Underground map – the
Underground does not match the overground reality.

Main pedestrian routes on a base map.
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Metropolitan walks.

Metropolitan walks overland on
Metropolitan open space.

Metropolitan walks and main road network.
Metropolitan walks and main bus and train
lines.

Top sequence of diagrams:
Use the Mind Map of the
Greater London overground
map as a base for a system
of overlays to understand
the main walks.
Middle sequence:
These maps for individual
areas can be zoomed into
and cross referred with
other detailed maps.

Sequence of images, right: web-based tools using
the overground plan – such as the journey planner
– and touch screen systems at major interchanges. By
establishing a unified visual language it is possible to
digitise and make available maps on mobile phones,
computers and other communication systems. It is
proposed that this kind of unified, digitised mapping
system be made available and ready for all London
visitors in time for the Olympics in 2012.

13

Metropolitan walks and the satellite
towns.

Composite layers.

16

17

18

19

11
14
11
A zoom in on the mental
map of Tower Hamlets.
12
Detailed map of walks
along the Thames.
13
Detailed map of
Grosvenor Square.
Image by Stephen
Conlin, courtesy of the
Grosvenor Estate.
14
Detailed map of
Upper Street, Islington.
15
Detailed map of the
South Bank.

15

20
16
The overground map on
mobile phone using wireless technology.
17
Street signage.

18
Web-based navigation.
19
Touch screen map of
Bristol. Courtesy of
Bristol Legible City
Project.

20
This new mapping system for London can have
many different applications, such as conventional fold-out mapping
(like the A-Z).

12
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Central London cycle routes.

Major Underground stations.

Central
London leisure
2
routes.

Central London communities and places.
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corporate headquarters, hospital buildings, the British Library, tourist
URBANISE MOTORWAYS contains
attractions, housing and shops, yet because of trafﬁc planning, it is still not an
especially pleasant or civic place. Pedestrian movement is corralled and dictated

Reprioritise London’s urban highways to create places by the paraphernalia of the ’60s trafﬁc engineer – railings, underpasses, restricted
BACKGROUND
The great east-west artery of Marylebone/Euston Road was originally
constructed in the eighteenth century as a bypass called the New Road. Its
function was to take trafﬁc (particularly cattle movement) away from the
centre of town, especially the other great east-west conduit of Oxford Street
to the south. As with all roads, it quickly became a placemaking catalyst.
Along it, because of improved access, parishes, then villages, were founded.
The four parish churches on the road – Paddington St Mary’s, Marylebone,
St Pancras and Pentonville – acted as nodes for communities that ﬂourished
by the early part of the nineteenth century.
During the mid and late nineteenth century, the accessibility of
Marylebone/Euston Road, coupled with the building of the Regent’s Canal to
the docks from the Grand Union Canal, made it the ideal place to build the
new railways bringing ﬁrst goods then passengers from the north of England.
This created a great industrial zone running east-west along this strip of
north London. Between them were the polluted lands and workers’ dwellings
of one of the city’s poorest communities. By the mid twentieth century,
motorised road trafﬁc was perceived as a serious threat to urban planning,
and both the Abercrombie and Buchanan reports highlighted the need to
address the greater efﬁciency of roads. In the early 1960s, Marylebone/Euston
Road was declared a through road which changed its perceived nature from
a series of places for local people to an efﬁcient conduit of movement from
outside the area from east to west and vice versa.
Fifty years later, the designation of Marylebone/Euston Road as a ‘Through
Road’ sits extremely uncomfortably, not to say detrimentally, with all the places
and functions along its length. Clearly the best located street in London, it now

ROYAL OAK
Study for key pedestrian
movement areas beneath
Westway needed

PRINCE OF WALES
JUNCTION
Local action has initiated
calls for a pedestrian
plan at road junctions on
Harrow Road

UPPER EDGWARE RD
IMPACT STUDY AND
SECTION 106
Improvements associated
with redevelopment
proposals

movement and so on. All this highlights the imbalance of how the road is shared,
exacerbated by the fact that annually, ten times more people (in excess of 300
million) move on foot from transport interchanges to places of work compared
with those making similar journeys by car (35 million).
PROPOSITION
In the absence of any unifying planning scheme and with a host
of different agencies spread between three separate London
boroughs, no one body has seemed willing to attempt to
resolve the trafﬁc/pedestrian conﬂict.
This voluntary project began by addressing these issues and
has grown in support to become accepted by the planning and
trafﬁc agencies along the route as a viable basis for a series
of masterplans. It encompasses an overall strategy of parallel
routes for pedestrians and cyclists, backed up by an approach
to landscaping, railings and crossings, which are to be reprioritised, together with street lighting, furniture, trees and
so on. But the most successful aspect of the approach has been
to conceive of it (as with the practice’s work in Edinburgh) as a
series of linked, linear projects, each one a bite-sized piece of
urban design. In reality this is a placemaking approach which
addresses key nodal points.
Studies and improvement proposals range from west to east,
from Paddington Basin to Edgware Road and Baker Street,
right through to King’s Cross St Pancras. Along the route are
two schools of architecture and planning, Westminster and
University College, and over the years students and teachers
have explored, with great success, how they can contribute to
the overall project in a constructive way.

Study initiated by ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC for public
realm and private frontage areas by Munkenbeck & Marshall
WESTMINSTER UNIVERSITY/
MADAME TUSSAUDS BAKER ST
Combined study for shared public
realm areas required

07

12
13

07
Traffic statistics show the Marylebone/
Euston Road in comparison to other
major urban streets in Barcelona and
Paris.
08
Proposed improvement of open space
in front of the Royal College of Music
by Munkenbeck + Marshall. Courtesy
of Stephen Marshall Architects.
09
King’s Cross St Pancras public realm
study.
10,11,15
Farrells’ plan and visualisation of new
Regent’s Quarter and the improvement
of the public realm at Holy Trinity
Church and Great Portland Square.

12
Ongoing improvements for
Marylebone High Street by
the Howard de Walden Estate.
Courtesy of the Howard de
Walden Estate.
13
Farrells’ 1989 scheme for the
regeneration of King’s Cross St
Pancras and the creation of a
new forecourt for the railway
stations.
14
Proposal for Edgware Road
underpass by Thomas
Heatherwick Studio.
Courtesy of the Heatherwick

Concept stage
ideas for
‘GREEN BRIDGE’
linking Paddington
Green to Basin
across Westway

14

08

PADDINGTON STATION,
PADDINGTON BASIN, GOODS
YARD
Public realm improvements
to include pedestrian and
road changes below Westway
connecting Maida Vale/Little Venice
to Paddington Basin

KING’S CROSS REDEVELOPMENT Led by Argent
PRIORITY PROJECT
for new intersection modelled
on ongoing Euston Road/
Tottenham Court Road

10

09

11

KING’S CROSS, ST PANCRAS & CAMDEN TOWN
HALL FRONTAGES PROJECT Ian Ritchie Architects
Ongoing creation of
MARYLEBONE HIGH ST
as London’s best by
Howard de Walden Estate

BRITISH LIBRARY PROJECT
BLOOMSBURY STUDY LB Camden, University College
London, LDA & Farrells

15

EUSTON STATION & EUSTON SQUARE PROJECT
Network Rail
LOWER EDGWARE RD
ACTION PLAN
Street improvements by
Westminster City Council

AIR RIGHTS AND LINKING OF BOTH
EDGWARE RD TUBE STATIONS
Study required by TFL/ WCC that extends
to pedestrian crossings at Landmark
Hotel frontages

Map of improvement projects along Marylebone/Euston
Road

EUSTON RD UNDERPASS PUBLIC REALM PROJECT
TFL, British Land, LB Camden & Farrells
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT British Land
NASH RAMBLAS
Steering group project managed by CLP in conjunction
with: English Heritage, Farrells, Crown Estate, New
West End Company, Future London, Royal Parks
Agency, Crown Estates Paving Commission, London
Borough of Camden, London Borough of Westminster,
BBC, Heart of London Business Alliance, Howard de
Walden Estate, London Zoo, Great Portland Estate,
Transport for London, Langham Hotel, University of
Westminster, CABE, GLA
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04
At the end of the nineteenth century, railways
carried primarily goods. Stations did not enter
central London itself, but terminated just
north of the New Road. As a result, land to
the north of the Marylebone/Euston Road has
been broken up into parcels, creating urban
discontinuity in this part of London.
05
The New Road built in 1799 to connect
Paddington to Smithfield Market.
06
By the early nineteenth century, the road
ceased to form London’s edge. Northward
growth was particularly encouraged by Nash’s
development of Regent’s Park. The road came
to be the focus of four district parishes and
gradually became urbanised in a characteristic
gridiron pattern.

03

01

01, 02
In spite of outnumbering
wheeled passengers 10:1,
all traffic light and crossing
systems favour cars over
pedestrians.
03
Terry Farrell doodle (1963)
which strips back the urban
intersection to reveal only the
people – in cars, walking and
enclosed in buildings.

02

EDGWARE GATE
Humanise the ﬂyover. Introduce active
uses adjacent and underneath

Paddington Basin to King’s Cross: London’s great connecting street.

EUSTON UNDERPASS
Improve north-south
pedestrian crossings
Simplify trafﬁc circulation

PARALLEL PEDESTRIAN ROUTES
Improve signage & wayﬁnding
Improve landscape environment
Improve safety

‘LIBRARY PLACE’
Form connection with
CTRL station and
create a piazza

‘LIBRARY SQUARE’
Introduce more activity

‘MARYLEBONE CIRCUS’
Improve pedestrian routes
Introduce more pavement activity

GREAT PORTLAND SQUARE
Improve setting of Holy Trinity
Church
Improve trafﬁc circulation

PARK CRESCENT
Create route through to improve
connections for pedestrians between
Regent’s Park and Portland Place

EUSTON SQUARE
New station square design
Improve way ﬁnding between station
and Euston Road

KING’S CROSS ST PANCRAS
New forecourt for the two
stations with improved access
to transport links

05

YORK GATE
Landscape improvements
and pedestrian crossings

06

Pedestrian links and parallel routes take the priority away from Marylebone/Euston Road.

04

BACKGROUND
In the 1960s, nodal traffic intersections were improved in an arbitrary but often drastic
fashion. One such was the junction of Euston Road and Tottenham Court Road, which
had been the focus of a specific study by the Buchanan Report. A road underpass was
built and Tottenham Court Road made one way (north) together with Gower Street
(south). Pedestrians were then confronted with 15 separate pedestrian crossings and
continuous railings between them, compared with no more than six for similar traffic
flows on the same road further west on Baker Street.
The whole geometry was enlarged in scale so that turning for buses in particular
could happen without slowing down and affecting their ‘business plan’ timetable. This
was achieved through wide sweeping curves that ate up land around the road and
resulted in the demolition of adjacent buildings. Now surrounded on all four corners by
large, densely used buildings (major hospitals, large office developments, a primary tube
station), the entire junction is a highly unpleasant and time-consuming experience at
pedestrian level.

08
07
01

RE-THINK LONDON’S TRAFFIC JUNCTIONS
Recognise that behind every major traffic intersection is a place

07, 08
Comparative views looking
towards Great Portland Street
Station today and in the 1960s.
09
Euston Circus featured in the
Buchanan Report which demonstrates the serious implications
of designing for redevelopment
and increased car use. Courtesy
of Traffic in Towns HMSO 1963.

The new Euston Circus in its overall
context with new open spaces and
pedestrian crossings.
09
NEW LIGHTING
SCHEME

DECKING WITH PAVILIONS

NEW PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

NEW ROAD
LAYOUT

NEW PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

PROPOSITION
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Completely and critically
re-plan the intersection
by mapping out the most
desired and efficient flows
of pedestrian movement
and then fitting road traffic
around these routes. This,
after all, is precisely what
happens for the great
majority of London’s
road junctions. After
testing, traffic movement
levels were found not to
be reduced due to the
compactness of the plan.
One acre of extra land
in central London thus
becomes available for new
buildings or landscaped
areas. Cafés and pleasant
pavement-side additions
become realistic
possibilities, as does the
chance to design a new
generation of crossings
with improved signage,
wayfinding and so on.
The scheme is now
funded and design work
under way for eventual
implementation, together
with new pedestrian
crossings on the main road
itself 100m to the east
and west of the junction.
Better connectivity,
permeability, public
transport enhancement,
increased property values
and a greatly improved
pedestrian domain will
all result, transforming
an inhospitable traffic
junction into a real place.

02

04

03

Layout of new junction

Sequence of diagrams, above:
earlier sketches of different options for
an abandoned traffic underpass.

05

01
Euston Circus with Mind Map
as signage on street surface.
02
New public park on the
decking of a former road
underpass.
03
Space for a new building
within centre of road.

04
Use of underpass space to
create entrance to Warren
Street Underground station
from north of Euston Road.
05
Euston Circus as existing.
Courtesy of M3 Consulting.
06
Euston Circus as proposed.

NEW TREE PLANTING
NEW ENTRANCE TO
WARREN STREET STATION

Six central traffic junctions that could all become ‘a place’.

TWO WAY TRAFFIC ON
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

NEW GARDEN IN FRONT OF UCH

All pictures courtesy of Blom Aerofilms

06

St Giles Circus in Camden.

Elephant and Castle in Southwark.

Vauxhall Cross in Lambeth.

Main Road/Southend Arterial Road in Havering.

Romford Road in Redbridge.

Western Avenue/Hanger Lane in Brent.
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PROPOSITION

01

BACKGROUND
London is growing again. It slowed down and reduced to almost 4.25 million, now it is back to more than
7.6 million and growing. The planning of the Green Belt more than 50 years ago restricted physical growth
but compared with other cities London is not especially high density – its average of 46 people per hectare
compares with Paris at 83 and New York at 93.
Perception of density is also critical. Paris is mostly low rise and Hong Kong is mostly high rise, yet it is only so
in very limited areas where building on land is easiest – in fact, London and Hong Kong are actually comparable
in terms of density. In the UK it is assumed that higher densities equate with high rise, poverty, crime and lower
quality of life. In reality, however, the highest density in any local authority (not just in London) is wealthy, well-todo Kensington and Chelsea at 131 people per hectare. Not far behind is Westminster at 84.
Both are low rise and within their boundaries contain the Royal Parks, major university campuses, museums,
exhibition centres, shopping, ofﬁces and many other uses apart from residential. Kensington and Chelsea has also
the healthiest residents and longest life expectancies (82.4 years) compared with Manchester (74.8 years).

Increase London’s urban
densities. Some outer
boroughs such as Bromley,
for instance, have only 19
people per hectare. Extending
(as is proposed) London’s
housing out on the Green Belt
or outer Thames Gateway
would then not be necessary.
Such proposals are wasteful,
expensive and reduce the
chance for London to reinvest
in its infrastructure and quality
of life.
The biggest obstacle to
more housing in London is
that most existing residents,
when given the choice, opt for
the ‘Nimby’ principle, doing
what they can to prevent
new projects through the
democratic/consultation
processes. Moreover, housing
property values in a nation
that owns rather than rents
houses and ﬂats, are enhanced
by shortage of supply.
The answer is to give greater
powers to London’s Mayor to
decide larger projects rather
than these being dealt with
locally. Housebuilders also
favour an artiﬁcially generated
supply shortage and instead
of building out their planning
permissions choose to delay
and delay, particularly when
property prices are rising.
More severe limitations on
periods of consent may be one
solution to this problem.

02

03

Density of homes built 2001-2004.

MORE HOUSING
IN LONDON
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Life expectancy at birth, males in
Kensington and Chelsea,79.14 to 80.80 years.

High urban density is becoming the norm in Central London and as the
diagrams above show, higher densities can have a direct effect on life
expectancy, quality of life and satisfaction. Density can reinforce a sense of
community if there is variety and choice. Kensington and Chelsea has the
highest density in the UK with low rise, Royal Parks, the highest property values
and longest life expectancy.

Meet London’s housing
growth within London

01
Contrast between Hong Kong’s
open space (top left) and
London’s parkland (top right)
and (below) Hong Kong’s builtup area and London’s dispersed
development.
02
Kensington and Chelsea:
Notting Hill.
03
Council estate: Lisson Green
and Church Street estates.
04, 05, 06, 07
Large opportunities for
densification are still available
within Greater London through
the use of derelict and vacant
sites, underdeveloped areas
(such as council owned estates)
and large shopping centres.

Density of homes granted
planning permission 2004-2005.

04 Street within the Lower Lea Valley.
Courtesy of www.derelictlondon.com.

Kensington and Chelsea
131 people per hectare

05 Site at Stratford Marsh.
Courtesy of Eric Perlberg.

Bromley
19 people per hectare
Borough densities within Greater London.

06 Brownfield land within East London. 07 Thames Path Greenwich.
Courtesy of Eric Perlberg.
Courtesy of Eric Perlberg.
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BACKGROUND

Abercrombie Plan of 1943 suggesting a series of eight-lane motorways (black) through the centre of London. Only
parts of this proposal were implemented. Many places within London would have been lost: Camden Town, Primrose
Hill, Maida Vale, Earls Court, Clapham, Kensington, Highbury and Islington. From the collection of WHH Van Sickle.

Lost Towns
Rediscover London’s lost villages and towns

Pre 1800.

Nineteenth century.

Around 1950.

Above: the evolution of nodal points from a place to a car traffic dominated non-place:
the figureground balance moves from nodal balance to disintegration.
01
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02

From the eighteenth century
to the 1950s, villages, towns
and mini-cities gradually
coalesced to become the
London metropolis. Historic
maps of London show this
gradual evolution over 150
years. Relatively untouched
by invasion, Britain has
a tradition of unfortified
communities, as opposed
to fortified city states, with
settlements springing up on
road junctions as convenient
points for trade.
Though the Industrial
Revolution did not kill them
off, the car did, beginning in
the 1940s when Abercrombie
and others proposed a series
of extraordinary eight-lane
ring-roads that smashed
through the centres of these
lost settlements.
Like a fast-flowing river
washing away its banks, the
increasing traffic gradually
eroded the towns and
villages around junctions.
Some disappeared altogether
(where, for instance, is
Paddington?) and some were
compromised. Hammersmith’s
centre moved to King Street,
and South Kensington and
Elephant & Castle now
both sit at the heart of
busy gyratories. Some are
untouched – for instance,
Highgate/Hampstead which,
on hills with no public
transport, historically always
attracted a ‘better class’ of
resident.
Yet the remnants of these
centres remain, with bus and
tube stations in the middle of
roundabouts; hard to access,
but physically still the centre
of the community.

Proposition
Rediscover, remake and
rebuild these lost centres.
Diminish traffic, narrow
the roads, emphasise
the public realm and
pedestrianise. Fill vacant
sites with imaginative new
buildings, bringing life
back to endangered nodal
towns and villages.

01, 02
Because of long-term peace on
the island, English villages
were able to develop very loosely
around road junctions while the
Continental towns were forced
behind tight defence walls.

Eighteenth-century London and its towns and villages within the current plan of London.

hammersmith

Aldgate
03, 04, 05
Current aerial views
of lost town centres
(Aldgate, Wimbledon,
Hammersmith). Courtesy
of Blom Aerofilms.

05

03

wimbledon

tower hamlets

Proposal
for a new
Wimbledon
town centre.

06, 07
The borough of Tower
Hamlets has its roots
in the actual hamlets
Hammersmith Broadway station as a mixed-use centre.
that serviced the
Tower of London. In
rediscovering this
‘lost place’, the Tower
itself would become
the focus, with Tower
Green being the
village green and the
streets within the
Tower, the high street.
Tower Hamlets would
get back its historic
identity as seven
07
hamlets grouped
around its centre, the
06
Tower of London.

Proposed new connected
public realm at Aldgate.

04
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SWISS COTTAGE

08

14
Historical image of Elephant & Castle
(1826). Reproduced by permission of
English Heritage NMR.
15
Elephant & Castle roundabout: a
pedestrian-hostile environment. Photo:
David Grandorge.
16
Historical image of Elephant & Castle
(1902). From the collection of WHH
Van Sickle.
17
Sketch perspective showing a suggested
radical roundabout redevelopment
(County of London Plan, 1943). From
the collection of WHH Van Sickle.

ELEPHANT & CASTLE

15

1893

09

14

16

17

10

Proposition for a revised road layout with traffic calmed
areas to revitalise the town centre.

1995

08
Swiss Cottage circa 1900.
09
Swiss Cottage current view.
Photo: David Grandorge.
10
New town centre
in Swiss Cottage 2007
– with new theatre, sports
centre, library, housing and
publicopengreen.Courtesy
of Blom Aeroﬁlms.

1745

1871

Elephant & Castle redesigned as
town centre linked to surrounding
communities: Farrell plan.

1997

PADDINGTON
Current situation at Edgware Road with
pedestrian-hostile environment. The plan shows
suggested improvements for the Edgware Gate
including new pedestrian crossings, a new
connection to Paddington Basin and a new
green link between St Mary’s and Paddington,
which decks over Marylebone Road.

1934

19
1820

18

11

1995

12

The flyover demolished
30 per cent of the green, the
town hall, almshouses, theatre,
cinemas and the visible heart
of Paddington.
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18
Archway Tavern (1826).
19
Historical photograph
before the gyratory was
built – a well-functioning
town centre (1950).
20
The lost town centre is now
a huge trafﬁc gyratory.
21
Masterplan study by the
Better Archway Design
Group for a rerouted trafﬁc
ﬂow which gains space for a
reinstated town centre.
2007

13

11
Historical images of Paddington.
Top, Edgware Road, with Harrow
Road on left, 1930s. Above, Harrow
Road from Edgware Road with the
half-ﬁnished ﬂyover to right, 1966.
12
Aerial view of Paddington Basin and
Paddington Green cut off by the
Marylebone Flyover. Courtesy of
Blom Aerofilms.
13
New proposal for improved
pedestrian connections and a green
bridgeabovetheMaryleboneEuston
Road to extend St Mary’s Hospital.

20

ARCHWAY

21
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London’s great
set piece: the three
linked squares that
symbolise state, people
and parliament.

NASH RAMBLAS
Connecting Primrose Hill,
London Zoo through to
Hungerford Bridge and
the South Bank

CANAL LINKAGES
Connecting the new business
district of Paddington Basin to
King’s Cross and the East End
through the network of towpaths

ARSENAL BUILDING
Restore the Arsenal Building
and create new surface with
pedestrian priority in front to
link it to the Serpentine

NEW LINKAGES
Create new
pedestrian crossing
to link Green Park
and Palace garden

Aerial view of Buckingham Palace, courtesy of Blom Aerofilms.
Greenwich: proposed re-opening
up of axial progression.

ACTIVATE MALL
GALLERIES
Bring ground level
colonnades into public
use as cafés, shops and
museums

The Arsenal building as proposed by Farrells.

Railings removed to create
new public square with direct
access to central courtyard,
Palace and gardens

New square with retained
Victoria Memorial
fountains for major
national events

Aston Webb facade
perforated by arches or
open colonnades

South Pavilion: an open
colonnade with restaurant
and tea rooms overlooking
St James’s Park

NEW LINKAGES
Open linkages between
Kensington Palace and Park

THE CROWN LANDS
Recognise new urban roles for London’s Royal Parks and palaces

Map showing Royal Parks and Nash links.

Palace garden
accessible to public
and visually connected
to surrounding

North Pavilion: an open
colonnade connected to
Green Park

OPEN PALACE
GARDEN
Replace existing
walls with new
railings to allow
views into Palace
garden

Brick wall replaced by
railing and gates

‘The Quadrangle’ – the
central courtyard now directly
accessible to the public

Proposed view of improved link between
Bushey Park and Hampton Court.

Private courtyard and gardens
overlooked by royal private
apartments (in their existing position)

Original Nash
designed
Buckingham Palace

Farrells’ proposal for Buckingham Palace.

BACKGROUND
The role of the monarch and the Crown, with its privileges, properties
and political power, has gradually and inexorably waned as the democratic
and secular state has grown. All of this evolutionary change pales when
compared with Paris, where revolutionary political change precipitated
Haussmann’s revolution in urban planning. The effects of evolutionary
change can be seen in little conflicts, little uncertainties and a lack of clarity.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the Crown lands, as the great
royal palaces were never originally designed to be separated from their
surrounding lands as they are now.
A large part of the lands owned by the Crown for its economic benefit
now lie within the Crown Estates. Paradoxically, though this body acts
as if the land was still private, deriving income from the market within a
democratic secular state, they are beyond the normal controls and interests
of both local boroughs and the Mayor.
The Royal Parks, which began as the monarch’s hunting estates, are
now becoming recognised as London’s primary public realm. Lacking the
boulevards and squares of Paris or Berlin or other great world cities,
London’s Royal Parks stand out, unrivalled and unequalled.

PROPOSITION
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In their current shrunken, almost lobotomised form, trapped
within enclosed walls, the palaces do not do justice to their original
designers’ and monarchs’ intentions, with their visions of parklands,
vistas and gardens. Yet they can be reunited. It would do much for
London (and indeed the Crown and the monarch) if they were more
open and connected, rather than looking as though the inhabitants
are imprisoned. For the most part, the palaces are empty shells, but
on the occasions when public access and better connectivity have
been tried, they have always been a great success, showing off the true
splendour of some of London’s greatest assets.

Among the city’s informal planning are two great royal set
pieces. The ﬁrst, inspired by Prince Albert, is the great exhibition
of 1851 and all the buildings it spawned on Exhibition Road.
These elements – university, concert hall and museums – should
and can be better connected together.
The other is the Prince Regent’s set piece running from St
James’s Park up through Regent Street to Regent’s Park. The key
is the parks. Not just settings for rich homes, such as in Regent’s
Park or the edges of Hyde Park, they are, more fundamentally,
London’s public realm. They are places for sports, whether
temporary (Olympics, Tour de France) or more permanent
(Regent’s Park playing ﬁelds), and other events such as concerts.
They are places for dining and walking, places where the ICA and
Royal College of Art and others can display sculpture. They also
manifest England as the seat of the informal and picturesque,
of Nash, Repton and Capability Brown. The parks make sense of
London, and, in a sense, they are London’s best brand.
Another great London set piece is the relationship of
Parliament, Crown and people acted out in the triangle of Palace
Square, Parliament Square and Trafalgar Square and linked by
three major streets, Whitehall, The Mall and Birdcage Walk.
People instinctively know what the spaces represent and how to
usethem.ThenewlypedestrianisedTrafalgarSquarehostspublic
celebration and protests; the front of Buckingham Palace is a
stageforgreatnationalandinternationalevents;andParliament
Square has a relationship with both church and state, through
Westminster Abbey and Parliament. And though change is
inexorable, the most logical step in London’s urban evolution is
to reinforce the characteristics of these spaces so that they can
better reﬂect their symbolic roles as the three pillars of state.

Green Park tube station

Axonometric of Buckingham Palace and The Mall showing changes to
enclosure walls, surface parking, traffic circulation and ground floor uses.

Proposed view from
Green Park, courtesy
of Andrew Putler.

Drawing of perforated walls for Buckingham Palace
similar to those at Brompton Cemetery.
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REINVENT NASH’S GRAND PLAN
London’s best urban set piece – ‘Nash Ramblas’
BACKGROUND
With John Nash as his architect/planner, the Prince Regent created one of London’s few big
set pieces of city-making when he drove a linear street connection from his palace (home)
at St James’s Park to his hunting lands to the north. Thus Regent’s Park was created, paid for
by its array of grand villas and terraces of houses designed as palaces. Many changes have
happened since. Carlton House has gone and the Grand Parade is choked with traffic and/or
car parking. The park itself is now a great public space with college and university buildings,
sports facilities and London’s (public) zoo all within its curtilage. And the Prince Regent’s
original singularity of purpose and design has faded, particularly now that Nash’s facades have
disappeared from Regent Street.

02

London Zoo: sketch masterplan.

PROPOSITION
Recreate the great route as a public promenade
or Ramblas, London’s equivalent of the great
urban axis in Barcelona, running from Regent’s
Park to South Bank. To date this idea is now
well advanced. The first stage is under way at
the southern end (Waterloo Place) and detailed
plans have been drawn up for re-masterplanning
London Zoo, putting it on the Grand Walk.
There are also plans for the squares and streets
immediately to the south of the park – Park
Square, Park Crescent and Portland Place.

01
The Nash Ramblas has a
prominentpositionwithinLondon.
It functions as a central spine
connecting Regent’s Park to the
South Bank and intersecting all
main axes through London.
02
The redesign of Waterloo Place
and Lower Regent Street would
reduce the large amount of
surface car parks to recreate
wonderful public spaces.
03
The historic setting of the monuments, memorials and important
buildings and institutions would
be enhanced.
Traffic would no longer be
dominant but managed and
integrated.

01

03

PRIMROSE HILL
Improve access to this much loved
park, which has some of London’s best
panoramic views.
LONDON ZOO
New masterplan moves entrance
eastwards to New Square, sited on the
Broad Walk. Connects directly to new
access from the Broad Walk, eliminating
the need to walk around the Zoo from
Primrose Hill.

Top diagrams: London Zoo
returns land for public
access and a new entrance
square. The entrance of
the Zoo is moved to the
north- east corner (next to
the car park, nearer to the
Underground and next to
Broad Walk), thus gaining
greater visibility and
making a direct connection
from Primrose Hill to
Broad Walk.

Plan of new connection across Park Square and Park Crescent to
link Regent’s Park, the Underground station and Portland Place,
Courtesy of EDCO Design.

London Zoo masterplan.

REGENT’S PARK
Reinforce the signiﬁcance of Nash’s
urban planning masterpiece by
improving links to the north and south.
PARK CRESCENT & PARK SQUARE
Create new pedestrian routes through
Park Square and Park Crescent to link
Regent’s Park, the tube station, Euston
Road and Portland Place.

WATERLOO PLACE
Designs in development to
restore this as a public place. Car
parking will give way to a lively
public realm and this collection
of great buildings and monuments
will be invigorated by new
landscaping and lighting.
TRAFALGAR SQUARE
Once one of London’s biggest
trafﬁc roundabouts. Trafalgar
Square has been re-established
as a great public place as part of
the World Squares programme,
linking it to Waterloo Place and
The Mall.
HUNGERFORD BRIDGE
Pedestrian walkways added
to both sides of the bridge
have improved links to
Northumberland Avenue and
Trafalgar Square, turning this once
congested pedestrian route into
a real joy, with some of the best
river views in London.
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Aerial view of
proposed linkages.

QUEEN ELIZABETH II
WALK Connecting to
the southern end of the
Nash Ramblas, this great
collection of new and
existing cultural attractions
is set along a vibrant walking
route, establishing this
as a world-class arts and
entertainment quarter.

PORTLAND PLACE
Create a ‘Ramblas-style’ walking route
with an arts and lighting programme
enlivening the pedestrian route and
engaging with the many institutes along
the street.
OXFORD CIRCUS
Make this a people-place by rationalising
the trafﬁc junction to free up space
for pedestrians. Reinforce this sense of
place with art, lighting and landscaping.

06

04

REGENT STREET
Ongoing design studies exploring ideas
that will reinforce the identity of this
street and improve the pedestrian
environment.
PICCADILLY CIRCUS
Studies in progress to turn this cherished London landmark and meeting
point into a real place for people.

Nash Ramblas
extendingfrom Primrose
Hill to South Bank.

07

05
08

04
Aerial view of Park Crescent.
05
Proposed route through Park
Crescent and Park Square.
06
Park Square and Park Crescent
are still large squares even with
a central route connection
through to Portland Place. Half
of Park Square (A) is equivalent
in size to Grosvenor Square and
Park Crescent (B) is similar to
Fitzroy Square.
07
The amount of residential
tenure around Park Square and
Park Crescent (red) is clearly a
minority compared to the large
amount of offices and other
sorts of functions.
08
Aerial view of Portland Place
and Regent’s Park.

Aerial perspective of the new Ramblas.
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05

Proposal for improving the London Clinic
urban block in Harley Street.

06

07

08

1 Improve links to
Euston Station
2 ‘Green’ the
Hospital Quarter
3 Create a new
pedestrian link
connecting UCL’s Main
Quad to Malet Street
4 Reconﬁgure
Gordon Square as the
University Green
5 Tavistock Square
to become London’s
Peace Garden
6 Introduce a shared
surface on Malet Place
7 Enhance the British
Museum’s north
entrance
8 Introduce two-way
trafﬁc in Russell Square
9 Great Russell Street
to become a shared
surface in front of the
Museum
10 New crossing across
New Oxford Street
01

01
Land use diagram of
Howard de Walden Estate
shows the predominance of
medical institutions.
02
The Fitzrovia Estate
has a peculiar system of
confusing one-way streets.
03
Distinct land-use patterns
which change significantly
from a high level of retail
on Oxford Street to the
north with more residential
uses.
04
Three new enhanced northsouth routes can link these
areas and recreate focus
areas for Fitzrovia.

Location map of the Great Estates and large-scale single landowners.

05
Byng Place as existing.
06
Byng Place proposal
– a shared surface with
pedestrian priority and clear
sense of place.
07
Montague Place is manifestly
the backside to the British
Museum.
08
The coach parking area
is removed and the north
entrance to the British
Museum improved to
become ‘Montague Square’.

02

03

04

ARISTOCRACY – THE GREAT ESTATES
Build on the great aristocratic estates’ success in urban planning, continuity and stewardship
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BACKGROUND

PROPOSITION

The history of Britain since the Norman Conquest has been one
of peaceful continuity, giving rise to long-term patterns of land
ownership – originally farms with a tradition of serfs, then tenants
on the land. Under the great landed estates, London grew along
stream beds and when its population grew, land was used for urban
growth, but within a tradition of holding on to land and letting out
buildings.
So in the long term there is a vested interest in maintaining
the quality of buildings, urban layout and stewardship, but this has
also resulted in a restricted middle class of rented tenancies. Now
there is renewed interest in improvement and renewal of the Great
Estates – how to improve and make secure and more enduring the
wider social values of these powerful historic land ownerships.

Systematically re-identify the positive qualities of the Great
Estates, treating each one rather like a coherent Parisian
arrondissement with different urban characteristics. Investigate
opening up more squares and consolidating accessible public
institutions – for example, universities, museums, shopping areas
(Bloomsbury/Marylebone High Street). Remove blighted intrusions,
traffic schemes etc and systematically improve each area to create
exemplars for all London.
Build on this successful model of mid-rise high-density living,
which breaks the pervasive low-density suburban model of
individual houses with gardens. The success of the Great Estates
can be used as an inspiring template for London’s future urban
development both in terms of design and its stewardship.

12

11

10

09

09
Bloomsbury masterplan.
10
Perspective view from
the British Museum along
Malet Street to Euston
Station.
11
Aerial view of Bloomsbury.
12
Ongoing improvements for
Marylebone High Street by
the Howard de Walden
Estate.
Courtesy of the Howard de
Walden Estate.

Introduce shared
surface between
Main Quad &
Cruciform building
to improve links
between UCL &
UCLH
New link through
Wilkins Building
makes a direct link
between Malet Place
& Main Quad

Improve pedestrian
crossing at
Torrington Place

Reduce carriageway
widths, reduce
clutter and introduce
shared surface in
Malet Street

Restore railings at
Malet Street Gardens

Improve layout
of Main Quad to
reﬂect pedestrian
desire lines
Activate frontage
on South Quad and
create additional
link to Gower
Street
Covered route
at north end of
Malet Place to
create a more
sympathetic student
environment
Provide
opportunities to
activate major
entrance along
Malet Street and
introduce pavement
activity
Pedestrianise west
entrance of Senate
House
New signage
outside north
entrance to British
Museum, introduce
new cafés, provide
temporary
exhibition

13
The new
‘University
High Street’
linking the main
quadrangle to
a new square
at the northern
entrance of the
British Museum.

Shared surface
on Great Russell
Street opposite
Museum forecourt

13
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PUT PEDESTRIANS ON TOP

06, 07, 08
Design from traffic
dominated junctions to
real pedestrian-friendly
places.
09
Hyde Park Corner.
Courtesy of Blom
Aerofilms.
10
Pedestrian crossing at
Hyde Park Corner.
11, 12, 13, 14
Turn the Edgware Road
underpass into pedestrian
surface crossings.

Eliminate all pedestrian underpasses
BACKGROUND
During the 1960s, because of the extra traffic volume generated by
increased car ownership (as posited by the Buchanan Report), the
view was that either new wider roads had to be built, or radical reprioritisation and ‘surgery’ carried out on existing roads and junctions.
Roundabouts, vehicle over and underpasses were constructed and
even straight sections of roads were widened and upgraded. Yet all this
happened opportunistically, ie, not as an integrated, citywide system
intended to produce consistent traffic flow increases, but instead
measures were applied intermittently to those locations where land
might be assembled and a scheme implemented.
Marble Arch and Hyde Park became giant roundabouts with
continuously flowing traffic and no stops at junctions, as did
Hammersmith, Aldgate, Holloway and Elephant & Castle. Park Lane
was widened to four lanes by taking land from Hyde Park and adding a
northbound carriageway.
The outcome was dire. The need to keep traffic flowing continuously
in order to cope with a theoretical increase in volume meant that there
could be no pedestrian crossings or traffic lights. The indiscriminate and
sweeping response was to build pedestrian underpasses, accessed by
ramps and stairs, and erect continuous railings along roads and around
roundabouts to prevent ‘jaywalking’. Underpasses were/are dark and
dangerous, intensely confusing for wayfinding and orientation and take
the pedestrian on a much longer journey.

06

07

08

Park Lane: pedestrian underpasses.

PROPOSITION
Eliminate all pedestrian underpasses
in London and replace with surface
level pedestrian crossings. Re-use the
abandoned underpass spaces for art
galleries, restaurants, wine bars, internet
cafés, office storage and so on.
Park Lane: proposed and recently
achieved surface crossings.
03

Plan of central London showing the 84 principal locations where
there are pedestrian underpasses at traffic junctions and major roads

Between 1995 and today the campaign to eliminate pedestrian underpasses
along the east side of Hyde Park is gradually bringing results.
04
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HydeParkCorner:existingunderpasses...

... replaced by surface crossings.

01

02

Marble Arch: existing underpasses ...

05
01
Dark, gloomy underpass
at Marble Arch.
02
Pedestrian crossing point
at Marble Arch.
03
Traffic on Park Lane.
04,05
Pedestrian crossing
point at the Animal War
Memorial on Park Lane.

09

... replaced by surface crossings.

10

11 Street lines are re-established with
more direct and fewer crossings.

12 Advertising structures
mark the flyover.

13

14
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01

02

03

Above: in London’s organically evolved road system, traffic flows are not balanced, so that Gower Street is much more
congested going south than Tottenham Court Road going north. Gower Street, which lies in Georgian Bloomsbury, with
its universities and hospital, is severely disadvantaged by traffic that 20 or 30 years ago never travelled down this
street. One-way systems inevitably re-direct traffic from its natural routing. Gower Street sends it through an area that is
antipathetic both to the historic conservation of the borough and general quality of urban life

ELIMINATE LONDON’S
HIDDEN GYRATORIES
Do away with London’s complex one-way systems
BACKGROUND
Trafﬁc systems designed to increase vehicle ﬂow have a radical effect on
orientation and place identity. They also tend to increase density of vehicle use
and vehicle speed, thus posing a greater danger to pedestrians. Inevitably, every
one-way street must have a corresponding opposite nearby. A number of
large hidden gyratories exist within London’s road system, but London’s nongeometric character, unlike, for instance, the regular grid of New York, is highly
unsuited to their presence. Large-scale gyratory systems also increase the need
for road signage and pedestrian control systems.
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05

Tottenham Court Road/Gower Street gyratory …

... reconfigured for two-way traffic.

PROPOSITION
Identify and eliminate all one-way hidden gyratories. Making
all gyratories two-way will alter the hierarchical relationship
between the scale of the giant, one-way gyratory and adjacent
streets. By making everything two-way, all road users become
equal. Everyone – pedestrian, shopkeeper, traffic policeman
– can see that it has an evenness and simplicity which
transforms the ground level experience into a more composed,
gentler and kinder response to the urban terrain. High streets
such as Camden Town and town centres such as Aldgate,
South Kensington and Earls Court will no longer feel like part
of a motorway system where the speed of through traffic is
paramount. Eliminating gyratories will give urban centres a
much greater sense of integrity and cohesion.

Below: a huge gyratory system exists in the very heart of the West End – only subliminally appreciated as part of the
macro-movement system in this congested, pedestrian-intense area. A return to a two-way street system would result
in better orientation and pedestrian-friendly streets. As the passenger and capacity requirements are not equal in both
directions of the hidden gyratory, buses often need counter movement lanes, as on Piccadilly. Particularly noticeable is the
far greater amount of railings and control systems necessary because of the counterintuitive movement of the buses.
04

01
Aerial view of Bloomsbury.
Courtesy of Get Mapping.
02
Aerial view of the huge
Tottenham Court Road/
Gower Street gyratory.
03
Tottenham Court Road –
traffic going north.
Photo: David Grandorge.

04
Aerial view of St James’s.
Courtesy of Get Mapping.
05
Clogged Piccadilly – traffic going east.
Courtesy of Blom Aerofilms.
06
Piccadilly – traffic going east with
counter bus lane.
Photo: David Grandorge

Location of major hidden gyratory systems.

06

Haymarket/Pall Mall/St James’s/Piccadilly gyratory …

... reconfigured for two-way traffic.
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BACKGROUND

PROPOSITION

The poor have always lived in industrial or degraded areas, which tended to be cheapest and within
walking distance of places of work (railways, gasworks and canals). The scale of social housing after
the 1945 Labour victory meant that modest pre-war Peabody and old London County Council
estates were eclipsed by enormous new areas of public housing.
The great stretches of land between Marylebone/Euston Road were historically bounded by the
canal, railways and other sites of industry. The result is now a concentration of huge, mono-tenanted
estates, bigger than cities such as Milton Keynes. Yet these are largely hidden, being split between
three and four different boroughs, and this fragmentation conceals both size and levels of poverty.
Paradoxically, the poorest live either side of Regent’s Park and are poorer, statistically, than the East
End. There is a low level of mixed-use, little variation in tenancy types and virtually no historic
building stock, as most of the estates date from the mid twentieth century. Though they may be high
rise, they are not necessarily high density, compared with the rich, dense surrounding areas.

Create balanced communities
that are linked and integrated into
surrounding areas and central work
opportunities, shopping and leisure
districts through densification,
adding other residential types along
with hotels and offices. This is a
very central area with huge land
values on either side – capitalise on
this to bring public estates up to
the same environmental quality as
the adjacent landed estates.

A Little Venice Estate – 480 hrh.

B Paddington Green Estate – 331 hrh.

C Church Street Estate – 427 hrh.

A

D Lisson Green Estate – 402 hrh.

C
D

B

SOCIAL HOUSING
Create balanced, integrated communities and add more
housing to London’s mono-tenancy public estates

01

02

03

Within the St Marylebone and Paddington estates higher
densities could be easily achieved which could generate
6200 HOMES.
Six new urban village communities can turn this deprived area
into a diverse and rich environment with new offices, shops,
restaurants, social and community facilities.

G

F

E

The six major public housing estates north of Euston Road: together they are the same size as Milton Keynes (250 000), as big a group of poorer housing as anywhere in London.

The St Marylebone and Paddington
estates occupy a total area of 30ha
at mid and low densities. This results
in a very modest average net density
of 420 hrh, giving 3500 HOMES.
If the average net density of middle
class Norfolk Crescent is applied to
the St Marylebone and Paddington
social housing estates this gives 5000
HOMES.
E Private housing: Norfolk Crescent,
650 hrh.
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01
Estates and main
through routes.
02
Permeability.
03
Developing wider
urban linkages.

Location of new urban villages.

04

F Private housing: Nottingham Place,
800 hrh.

G Private housing: Crawford Street
– 1000 hrh.

And with an average net density of
1000 hrh (such as in Linden Gardens
or Crawford Street), this could even
generate 8200 HOMES.
04
Aerial view of Norfolk Crescent.
Courtesy of Blom Aerofilms.
05
Aerial view of Nottingham Place.
Courtesy of Blom Aerofilms.
06
Linden Gardens and Crawford Street.
Courtesy of Blom Aerofilms.

05

06
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05
Bluewater, although
successful, has
created a new North
Kent monocultural
enclave. High levels
of employment and
residential development
in the surrounding
satellite towns allows the
urbanising of the ‘tidal’
car parks around the
shopping centre. These
can enhance the retail
experience with nighttime, evening and offpeak usage by ‘sweating
the infrastructure’.
06
Bluewater surrounded
by its vast car-parking
infrastructure. Courtesy
of Blom Aerofilms.
07
Bluewater Valley with its
new satellite towns.

06

05
01
Large ‘sub-urban’
shopping centres. The
dot sizes represent the
amount of retail space.
02
Leeds, Eastgate. Mixeduse town centre urban
regeneration with retail
core.
Photo: Andrew Putler.
03
Preston, Tithebarn.
Housing, listed buildings,
civic centre and new bus
station driven by a new
retail core.
04
Southampton,WestQuay.
A retail extension of the
town centre with largescale housing, new arena
and other mixed uses.
Photo: Andrew Putler.

01

CIVILISING SUBURBAN
SHOPPING CENTRES
Make London’s ‘sub-urban’ shopping centres real places

BACKGROUND

PROPOSITION

Beginning with the construction of Brent Cross in 1976, a ring
of introverted, mono-cultural shopping centres now encircles
metropolitan London. Based on the American model of genuine
out-of-town shopping centres, London’s suburban enclaves have
neither fast road access for car-borne shoppers, nor form part of an
integrated urban environment for the surrounding neighbourhoods.
With the gradual densiﬁcation of London due to increased
population, greater afﬂuence and a shortage of housing, suburban
shopping centres are now regarded as an inappropriate and even
damaging form of commercial development.
The wasteful, mono-cultural single- and two-storey use of land
surrounded by acres of open tarmac car park present land-use
barriers, which interrupt the relationship of communities and
neighbourhoods.

Just as American shopping centres began with the high street and
moved out to a country mall, London suburban shopping centres
can reverse the process and be reintegrated with the surrounding
communities to create mixed-use urban focus points. These have
many of the characteristics of a traditional high street yet at the
same time provide land for more housing and general employment.
A new generation of UK shopping centres are being located back into
urban centres. This connection with local communities, conservation
areas, listed buildings, public transport systems and mixed uses brings
back the shopping centre stage as urban placemaking.

02

03

Below: sequence of diagrams: current car parking capacity only has a tidal utilisation.
New facilities could use the troughs to transform the area into a 24 hour active city.
07

Current tidal usage of the car park.

New proposed facilities and parking.

Mid-week cumulative scenario.

08, 09
Residential and office facilities around and
on top of shopping centres could create
lively neighbourhoods with 24 hour active
and secure streets. Farrells’ schemes 1976,
2006.
10
White City, London’s innermost shopping
centre, is adjacent to the high density area
of Shepherd’s Bush, yet perpetuates the
outdated mono-cultural land-use form with
missed opportunity for developing housing
and a more diversified employment base.
Lands to the north are to be radically
redeveloped by Rem Koolhaas, yet the
urban area is actually disconnected with the
development. Instead, car parks and areas
around the White City shopping centre
should be reconsidered over time to create
a link to the town centre.

Weekend cumulative scenario.

9

04
10
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08

11
Brent Cross and adjacent
lands. London’s first
shopping centre is
currently the subject
of new masterplanning,
which proposes a radical
expansion to become a
new town centre. New
pedestrian and vehicle
connections to new rail
stations, existing tube and
transport systems are
intended to build a new
community of mixed uses.

11
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OXFORD STREET
Reinvent Oxford Street as London and the nation’s great high street
BACKGROUND

PROPOSITION

Huge changes have affected the character of the British high street.
Princes Street in Edinburgh, Northumberland Street in Newcastle and
many others mirror the experience of Oxford Street, in that shopping
and entertainment districts are now more widely dispersed, in response
to increased affluence and expectations. In London, the West End is
replicated in Islington, Kings Road, Hammersmith and even out into the
suburbs of Kingston, Richmond and elsewhere. At the same time, the
growth of huge out-of-town shopping centres and the rise of online
shopping have transformed the retail experience. What, then, is the role
of the traditional shopping street, for so long the centre and soul of
Britain’s great cities?
Compared with suburban and out-of-town shopping centres, which
are custom designed for servicing, maintenance and management, the
traditional high street simply cannot compete. Issues of safety, security
and cleanliness, of getting the right traders, the right balance of shopping
and securing long-term development are harder to achieve on the high
street because of multiple ownerships and competing interest groups.
Car parking in city centres is also limited, with shoppers obliged to
rely almost solely on public transport. At present, road trafﬁc severely
inhibits pedestrian movement, particularly at the east end of Oxford
Street around St Giles Circus, which is possibly the worst impediment to
pedestrian movement in London.

The unique quality of the great high streets is that they are
social places, as opposed to bland, mono-functional, disconnected
out-of-town centres. Oxford Street is not just London’s high
street but one of the great high streets of the world. Its role as
a gathering place for events such as Christmas fairs and trafﬁcfree Sundays shows how it can be transformed into a real place,
echoing historic gatherings such as Bartholomew Fair and even
the great squares of Italy.
Approaching Oxford Street on a mono-cultural basis is
wrong, as it is not just shops that bring people together. As a
major east-west London artery, Oxford Street has many fertile
adjacencies with Hyde Park, Bond Street, St Christopher’s Place
and Regent’s Place to the west, and Bloomsbury, Covent Garden,
Charing Cross Road, Soho and Piccadilly to the east. All these
neighbourhood connections should be regarded as an immense
asset, with the potential to stage events and encourage social
interaction in a way that no out-of-town shopping centre ever
could. Oxford Street should not just be regarded as a place to
go shopping, but the centre of a much bigger and more vibrant
urban stage.

1.

LINKAGE PLAN TO
ADJACENCIES INTEGRATE OXFORD
STREET WITH SURROUNDING AREA.

2.

PEDESTRIAN REALM
IMPROVEMENT

3.

RATIONALISE BUSES
ON OXFORD STREET

5.

PLAN FOR CROSS
RAIL: BE FORE,
DURING, AFTER.

Eliminate street
clutter
Remove ‘SUBURBAN’
bus interchanges within
The West End

Improve way ﬁnding
between existing retail
destinations

Establish parallel pedestrian routes to ease congestion on Oxford Street

4.

SPECIAL PLANING
POWERS NEEDED

6.

OVERALL MANAGEMENT
OF OXFORD STREET.

QUANTUM AND BAL
ANCE CRITICAL MASS
OF RETAIL

8.

CREATE CONNECTIONS
WHICH PROMOTE WAYFINDING
AT ST. GILES

Strengthen connections to adjacent
areas

Strengthen existing retail
‘loops’ and create new ones at
the East End of Oxford Street

Improve way ﬁnding
to and from Covent
Garden
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Establish parallel pedestrian routes to ease
congestion on Oxford Street and Regent Street.

02

01
Car free Christmas Shopping
Sunday on Oxford Street.
02
Normal day on Oxford Street.
03, 04, 05, 06
Example of Happy Street in
Hong Kong which was redesigned
to improve pedestrian quality.
The street is closed every
weekend and becomes a
pedestrian zone.

Improve links through squares and identify
opportunities for new public realm.

New emphasis on oases along Oxford Street.

03 Happy Street before

05 before

04 Happy Street after

06 after

Use excess capacity at
‘PERIPHERAL’ stations

Eight main principles for the general improvement of Oxford Street.

Rationalisation of buses along Oxford Street in three
phases to achieve a constant flow of 10mph.

Use the excess capacity at peripheral Underground stations.

Improve connections between Oxford Street and
Tottenham Court Road

Each major place
needs a CLEAR BRIEF
Improve links through
squares and identify
opportunities for new
public realm

7.

01

Rationalise bus routes further in central London. Minimise bus
parking within the West End; minimise through routes; rationalise
route overlaps and duplications where possible.

Remove ‘suburban’ bus interchanges within
the West End and replace with new bus
turnarounds at the end of Oxford Street.

07

Marylebone High Street Summer Fair. Courtesy of Howard de Walden Estate.

07
Improve
wayfinding
between
existing retail
destinations and
reveal hidden
retail assets.
08
Create
connections
which promote
wayfinding at
St Giles Circus.

08
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02

01
Smithfield Market
could be turned into a
new thriving cultural
and conference
centre financed by
development of
adjacent opportunities.
02
The large-scale market
within its inner London
context. Courtesy of
Blom Aerofilms.
03
Current internal
street through the still
used Smithfield Meat
Market.
04
A historic view of
Smithfield Meat
Market (1905).
Courtesy of the
Bridgeman Art Library.

07

08

11

13

12

14

09
03

04

01

10

BACKGROUND
British towns and cities revel in many different sorts of markets.
Compared with Continental Europe, Britain does not have a history
of dense, fortified towns with central market squares, and instead
markets tended to grow up along broad streets and nodal junctions.
London still has a strong market culture. The more formal, largescale, almost industrial type of market dates from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, originally catering to the needs of the enormous
metropolis that London had become. These specialised markets – fish at
Billingsgate, meat at Smithfield, fruit and vegetables at Covent Garden
– often began with landed estates such as the Bedford Estate bringing in
produce from its country estates to London, cementing the relationship
between town and country. Market buildings were heroically conceived
in scale, invariably classical, but also exploited the new glass and metal
technologies. Yet while the smaller street markets and local markets

survived, the large-scale, mono-cultural specialists were eventually
superseded. Paradoxically this was not because they were too big, but
because they were probably too small. Today, specialised markets are
much larger; for instance, most of the meat in Britain is now bought
through the much bigger, international, open market.
Beginning with Covent Garden, a tradition emerged of rediscovering
these buildings and remodelling them as social and creative centres. But
each has had a tussle with the forces of development economics as they
are an over-specialised building form with a low-density use of land.
The typical market type is a single-storey, big roofed open plan, with
no enclosed walls. Concepts of re-use must respond to the building’s
architectural qualities as well as taking account of the possible benefits
for the surrounding community. Covent Garden and Spitalfields have
been successfully revitalised, but the biggest of them all, Smithfield, is yet
to come, with the battle lines only now beginning to be drawn.

PROPOSITION

The Opera House: Farrells’ masterplan, 1980,
formed the basis for the eventual redevelopment.

Whether open street or covered Victorian masterpieces, London’s marketplaces are
signiﬁcant placemaking opportunities. As oases of historic quality they provide invaluable
indoor or outdoor covered spaces, consolidating and enriching the ever-increasing densities
around them. One of the most extraordinary things about Victorian buildings is their
potential for re-use.
Market buildings work just as well when publicly accessible as they did when specialised
places for trade. Smithﬁeld, in particular, stands to be one of the most extraordinary and
well connected market complexes in the whole of central London. And in the tradition of
the popular Bartholomew Fairs that historically existed on the site, the re-use of Smithﬁeld
as a convention centre and arts complex containing theatre, concert hall and museum in
a part of London not particularly well served in these areas will enrich the City of London
itself. It will also introduce greater diversity and complement the adjacent communities of
Clerkenwell and the Barbican. Additionally, it is planned to sit on one of the largest public
transport interchanges in the UK.

Farrells’ masterplan, 1980, retains the historic
urban patterns and reinstates colonnades as a
frontage to the square.

07
Historic Covent Garden
surrounded by colonnades.
Courtesy of Covent
Garden Market Authority.
08
The fruit market used
to be a very busy and
active part of London
(1900). Courtesy of the
Bridgeman Art Library.

HISTORIC MARKETS
Transformation of London’s
markets into vibrant community
and cultural buildings
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05
The richly diverse existing
characters of the area provide the
basis for the many functions and
uses of the market buildings.
06
The new functions and uses of
the market will lead to major
improvements of the surrounding
public realm.

05

06

09
Covent Garden today with
the historic market in the
square surrounded by the
colonnades. Courtesy of
Blom Aeroﬁlms.
10
New colonnades form
part of the new Royal
Opera House. Courtesy of
Farrells’ masterplan 1980.

Smithfield’s new functions as a large-scale multi-purpose exhibition, cultural and conference centre.

11
The proposal for reuse of
Spitalfield market kept
half the existing structures
and replaced the rest with
new offices.
12
Relation between the
historic market and the
new offices.

13
The masterplan ideas
translated into the new
development. Courtesy of
Blom Aerofilms.
14
Spitalfields with new
offices behind historic
pavilions.
Photo: David Grandorge.
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Background
Historically, London’s development has focused on the north bank of the Thames. Its two
ancient cities, Westminster and the City of London, define an arc where the outside bend
creates a deep channel for landing and navigation, together with a south-facing slope.
London has always been a north bank city and is still north bank-centric, with most of
the tube lines, government buildings, businesses and shops located north of the river.
The south bank, on the inside bend of the river with its shallow tidal mud flats, is the
north bank’s alter-ego. Yet it contains the shortest means of getting from one side of the
city to the other, and is also the bank on which the alternative settlements of invaders
and the entertainment and leisure industries have taken root. Invaders from the Vikings
onwards have camped here over the centuries, and Shakespeare’s Globe theatre and the
parks and gardens of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also developed here, outside
the one-time north bank.
During the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the south bank became a hub of
industry, and by the middle of the twentieth century was a neglected, polluted jumble of
land ownings. With the construction of County Hall by Ralph Knott, completed in 1922,
and the river walkway subsequently built to its east as part of the Festival of Britain, the
arts complex and the Royal Festival Hall are the only survivors from that era of Modernist
optimism. The south bank has gradually rehabilitated itself, but in a piecemeal way.
The building of railways carrying commuters from southern England, which began in
the nineteenth century, isolated a strip of land between the viaducts and the river. From
Battersea Power Station to Tower Bridge, this strip runs for several miles and is never
more than three quarters of a kilometre wide. Over time, it has become as much to
do with the north bank and its central London activities as the boroughs and quieter
residential areas to the south of the viaducts.
In metropolitan terms it has become a unique piece of territory with unifying
characteristics and a major central civic role. Hugging the river’s inside bend, it is the best
promenade in London, linking different cultural, civic and recreational elements with fine
views across the river. This arc is the riverside of central London.

SOUTH BANK

01

04

The successive urbanisation of the Thames
by narrowing and bridge building.

02

04
Construction of Victoria
Embankment. Courtesy
of Illustrated London
News, 22 June 1867.
05
The new embankment,
a wide river front
promenade. Engraving by
H. Adlard.
06
The Festival of Britain in
1951 turned the South
Bank into a place of
sheer pleasure, which
has left an enduring
and affectionate
memory in the national
consciousness.

03

The four characters of the Thames:
rural, urban, docklands and estuary.

05

Proposition
Make this area a new, unified, third city centre within
the metropolis after Westminster and the City of
London. Creating a third city centre will require an
overall strategic view of town planning, management
and stewardship within the three existing boroughs of
Wandsworth, Lambeth and Southwark, because the
metropolitan role would necessitate it being seen as
one linked territory.

06

Consolidate the regeneration of the south bank
to become London’s third city centre

01
Historic view of the
South Bank with
its theatres and
Southwark Cathedral.
Courtesy of the
British Museum.
02
Vauxhall Gardens.
03
The Globe on South
Bank.
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Farrells’ South Bank 1986: changing the pedestrian vehicle relationship.

Overall sketch masterplan.

07

Farrell’s housing and hospital expansion for St Thomas’, 2005.

07, 08
The windswept elevated
walkways of the South Bank.
09
Farrells’ study, 1996, for
London Bridge Station and
Borough Market.
10
Farrells’ masterplan of
Vauxhall Cross, 1982, leading
eventually to MI6 on part of
site with new river walkway.

The Isle of London: new Leisure Island in front of South Bank with major public buildings as
identifiable as the Palm House at Kew or Sydney Opera House. Architect: Nicholas Hare.

Farrells’ Hungerford Bridge 1990: parallel walkways either side.

Thames Study 1991: linking up the South Bank walkway. Architect: Panter Hudspith.

The bridge uses the existing historic abutments plus floating pontoons
either side of southern piers.

08
top right:
Farrells’ scheme laid the
foundation for much of the
succeeding masterplan including,
A Create new square by removing
walkways.
B Riverside shops and restaurants.
C New slim building to shield
railways.
D Walkways either side of
Hungerford Bridge.

09

New riverside developments: Southwark centred around Foster + Partners’ city hall.
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Bankside regeneration project for Space Travel Museum.

10
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URBANISE
DOCKLANDS

02

Bridges connect and build communities

BACKGROUND
London’s Docklands occupy land beyond the boundaries of the city to the
east. Between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries, the development of
the docks epitomised the age of imperial trade, but this was followed by a
sharp decline.
The docks allowed access by ships right through to the Pool of London,
which was critical in London’s predominance as the world’s ﬁrst trading
city. But changes in the twentieth century brought about the decline of
these inner docks, so that in the main they became redundant, trapping a
network of man-made waterways built on the lower valley in the mud ﬂat
banks. Larger docks at Tilbury and Felixstowe were built as container ports
at a hugely increased scale, compared with those of the early twentieth
century. Capitalising on this glorious water infrastructure, the Docklands
have been inhabited in the late twentieth century by ofﬁces and new
villages, spreading the urban texture of London eastwards for several miles.

01
Farrells’ Hungerford Bridge
1995 with new adjacent
pedestrian bridges. Photo:
Nigel Young.
02
Farrells’ Hungerford Bridge,
1985.
03
Millennium Bridge, London
by Foster + Partners.
04
Hungerford Pedestrian
Bridge by Lifschutz
Architects.

Historic vision of a new straight River Thames and the cut off
bends used as docks. Engraving by Willey Reveley c1796.

03

01

04

PROPOSITION
Urbanisation of these dockland areas has not been taken to its
logical conclusion, which is that urbanity is most deeply enriched by
communities connecting from one side of the river to the other.
Historically, this has applied to all great cities, and has been an
essential dynamic of central London upstream of Tower Bridge
and the Pool of London. Yet the logical conclusion of this bankto-bank connectivity has not been implemented because the
lingering authorities that run the trading aspect of the river
still dictate its usage. However, by connecting the banks with a
new generation of lifting bridges, the new urban order would be
completed. Finally, Docklands would join all of London and enable
the centre of the metropolis to expand eastwards at least as far
as the site of the Thames Barrier at Woolwich. These would be
humanly scaled, community-based links, as opposed to transport
infrastructure such as tunnels or high, inaccessible bridges. They
would make it possible for people to walk or cycle from side to
side or to take short public transport bus connections from bank
to bank, rather than from inland motorway to inland motorway.

The original vision got inverted and the docks were
constructed between the bends of the river.

Blackfriars Bridge. Photo: Nigel Young.

The straightening of the Thames over time.

Above: as in any city, new bridges reassert the urban
connectivity of central, urban London.
Below and left: development along the river always
took place on the deep water channel side. Due to the
shallow and marshy bank on the convex side of the river
bends, mooring or clearing of goods was not possible.
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The historic settlements along the Thames: their relation to the shipping channel and the narrowing of the Thames.

Deep water channel, the built embankment and the shallow river bank opposite.
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05

05
The Queen
Elizabeth II Bridge
near Dartford
with a clear height
of 50m and its
long approaches.
Courtesy of English
Heritage NMR.
06
Low level opening
bridge in Denmark.
07
Swinging bridge
in Virginia. Photo:
Scott Kozel.
08
Millennium Bridge
in Newcastle when
open for ships.
Photo: Graeme
Peacock
09
Transporter Bridge
in Middlesbrough.
Photo:
Photography
Cleveland.
10
Lifting pedestrian
bridge in
Manchester at
Salford Quays.

Right:different
options for
low level
bridges which
would still
allow major
ships to pass.

Top left and above: high level river crossing which connects motorways either side and creates uninhabitable conditions within wide strips of land.

07

08

09

10

06

Above, right and below: low level bridge which connects communities either side of the river.

Different option for Thames River crossings.
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High level bridge. Clearance: 50m
- Unsuitable for pedestrians or bicycles

Medium level lifting bridge. Clearance:33m
- Opens 3 times a day (average)
- Time taken for opening: 15 min
- Unsuitable for pedestrians or bicycles

Low level lifting bridge. Clearance: 22m
- Opens 12 times a day (average)
- Time taken for opening: 15 min
- Suitable for pedestrians or bicycles
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Background
Much has been made of the housing shortage in London and the need to build new housing in the
Thames Gateway. We are adamantly committed to the idea that London’s growth should take place
within London and that there is enough room to do so.
What then of the plans for the urban settlements in the existing towns and cities, and the future
ones within the Gateway itself? Historically, this is an area that though once the seat of fine rural and
country towns has, during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, suffered severe decline. In this
respect, it is one of the few examples in the South-East to mirror the experience of England’s industrial
north. Both the urban and rural landscape are degraded by unemployment, pollution and lack of
economic growth. The time has come to begin large-scale regeneration of the estuary towns.
01

Proposition
Extending the sprawling London metropolis into the Thames Estuary is not the
answer. Ecologically consolidated urban areas that are truly urban would do more to
regenerate the area, particularly if based upon a largely locally generated economy.
Local industries could exploit the area’s recreational and tourism potential, along
with agricultural and maritime food production (farmers’ markets, fish farming,
seaweed farming and a mega nursery for sea bass). The new infrastructure should
integrate flood defences, habitat creation, waste management, energy conservation
and physical connectivity. This would form the basis of regenerating existing towns and
creating new ones.
Clearly identifying those areas where existing settlements can be regenerated is
an exercise in its own right, but should also be carried out in tandem with looking for
new opportunities. Settlements either side of the Dartford crossing in Kent and Essex,
the river towns of the Lea Valley and the five Medway towns should be connected and
consolidated. In addition, a new town should be created that sits on the barrier islands.
If these are based upon new industries, they will require more inter-regional
infrastructure, and rely less on commuter links into London. This would mean
improving local bridges and extending links to East Anglia and the south, as well as
making better connections across and along the banks of the Thames. All of this will
create a truly regenerated region of a different character to the model currently
proposed for a series of satellite towns that would be, at best, dormitories for London.
Part of the National Parks ambition is to make urban areas, the habitat of man,
as ecologically sound as rural areas. This new region would be a world first, being a
National Park where urban areas are as park-like as rural areas. Carbon footprints,
the level of landscaping, refuse, pollution and other aspects of urban development and
management would be as measured and controlled as the countryside.
The new park would not simply run around the perimeter of the town, but would
include the urban habitat itself.

02

03

01
The high-speed connection to London and Europe
turns the Ebbsfleet region
into a well connected
place.
02
A set of three district centres and several nodes all
well connected by public
transport make this a viable place to walk.
03
The Springhead and
Ebbsfleet development
designed by Farrells.
04
Farrells’ design for the
new neighbourhood
around Ebbsfleet Station.
05
Bluewater Valley and
Ebbsfleet is an agglomeration of distinct characters.

Above and top: Farrells’ design for a
new lock within the Lower Lea Valley.

04

05

Above: Bluewater Valley and Ebbsfleet – a new eco city within the Thames Gateway. The new CTRL Station in Ebbsfleet will drive this infill
development on existing brownfield sites. With its distinct character, each area will contribute to the diversity of the eco city.

Several new villages connect the Lower Lea
Valley to the Thames and across to Greenwich.

build eco cities in the thames gateway
Concentrate urban development – not suburban sprawl
1 SPORTS CAMPUS
- south of the Lea Valley Park
- Includes a new rail station on existing
lines connecting to Stratford
2 ECO – FRAMEWORK
- improved landscape environment
- enhancement of natural floodplain 		
providing eco-parks
- improved way finding, signage and safety
- Olympic walk provides a secure
pedestrian route for competitors
- connecting the entire Lower Lea Valley
3 OLYMPIC LEGACY
- sports facilities remain
4 OLYMPIC VILLAGES
- sited at nodes beyond line of 		
infrastructure severance
- competitors’ accommodation used as
a regeneration catalyst to grow existing
urban villages

5 NODAL GROWTH
- facilitating the regeneration nodes
beyond the existing lines of severance
- ensuring local long-term needs are
provided locally
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6 AERIAL TRAMWAY
- transport as an event
- people movement and tourist
attraction
- links all regeneration urban
centres and follows closely the
‘Olympic Walk’

Above, right & below: Medway, probably the
largest eco city within the Thames Estuary Park.
The city links and joins five existing towns to
create a rich and diverse place with the river as
a new focus and centre for the new city.

7 MEDIA VILLAGE
- festival ground with on-site
Olympic Media Centre
- Includes pre-Olympic festivals
and events
8 COMMUNICATION CENTRE
- Canary Wharf provides
permanent location

Vision of a linked place around the River Medway.

9 TAMING EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE
- enabling regeneration and
connectability of local communities
- bridging existing lines of
severance

06

10 CURRENT ASSETS
- working with existing facilities
- utilising heritage and improving
access

Farrells’ masterplan for the Olympic legacy and the long-term regeneration of the Lower Lea Valley.

View up the valley with the new villages along
the Lea Valley Park. Photo: Chris Edgcombe.

2
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SET A UNIFYING VISION
FOR THE THAMES GATEWAY

Reading the
landscape
– the historic
character forms
the foundation
for the vision.

Based not on urban but rural regeneration:
Thames Estuary National Park
Too many
agencies
BACKGROUND
Historically, the Thames Estuary has always been the centre of British government. Before London, the
capital was Colchester, with Essex as its hinterland. The estuary became the centre for exploration
and building of empire from Greenwich (Britain’s equivalent of Versailles), to the naval dockyards at
Chatham. During the nineteenth century, it became more of a focus for docks and overseas trade, and
in the Victorian era the estuary was used for leisure and recreation, with paddle steamers plying up and
down to Southend, Erith and other piers and promenades. It was London’s seaside but, by the early to
mid-twentieth century being at the city’s eastern extremity, the prevailing winds brought pollution, and
it became host to sewage farms, waste disposal sites and power stations. Coupled with the decline of
the docks, by the end of the twentieth century the estuary was a sad and despoiled place, yet there are
still many areas of great natural beauty, particularly the wildlife of the wetlands.
Today, the Thames Gateway has become the focus of a Labour political initiative and has been
declared Europe’s largest regeneration area. But this actually capitalises on the Thatcher government’s
vision, and particularly that of the then Environment Secretary, Michael Heseltine, for, initially, the
immediate docklands area, but subsequently the route of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link along the east
Kent coast and up through the estuary.Yet, though it was Heseltine who coined the name, Thames
Gateway, the way that planning culture has evolved means there is no single organising idea that holds
together this ambitious and large-scale regeneration project (the area is vast, up to 40-50km in length).
Since to date no tangible connection has been identiﬁed between the two estuary edges of Essex
and Kent, or the east-west linking of London to the English Channel, the underlying ambition is not a
regional or town planning one, rather it is economic. This is expressed in terms of numbers of housing
stock and economic indicators such as inward investment, numbers employed and unemployed and
new jobs created. Also, due to the so-called democratisation of planning, there has been a proliferation
of agencies which encourage consultation and bottom-up involvement, but there is no top-down
leadership and no vision. To use an analogy – there is no picture on the jigsaw puzzle box, everyone
has to work it out for themselves.

Three great estuaries created by Britain’s geological grain.

The Thames Gateway –
the Cockney Siberia?

Below: to meet London’s present housing shortage very little outer gateway land is needed.

PROPOSITION
One unifying factor that makes the region suitable for regeneration is that it is
a genuine bio-region, being a water run-off area for the Thames tidal estuary.
Another factor is the massive effect on the economic engine of London – that
drives the UK economy – of the threat of global warming and climate change.
The proposal reframes the planning process so that it becomes an exemplar for
all twenty-ﬁrst century regional town planning in the UK. It aims to turn around
depredation of land – so-called brownﬁeld sites – which has been abandoned and
polluted, to create a new landscape which anticipates climate change both on
land and water.
One way of describing it is a new national park, created for the future and not
based upon existing natural beauty, and where, one day, there will be a new kind
of urban and rural balance. The proposition was formulated voluntarily nearly
four years ago and through campaigning has already inﬂuenced government
policy, although there is still a long way to go. In the meantime, it is the only
overall vision for Europe’s largest regeneration area that has been put forward.
One compelling aspect of the project’s evolution has been the increasing
interest from the private investment sector in large-scale interventions such
as bio-farming, waste management, bio-fuels and other new forms of power
generation from tidal and wind power, as well as evolving strategies for carbon
offsets for London by creating new wildernesses, forests and wetlands. Along with
these industries, tourism and leisure would forge an economic regeneration that is
a long way from the existing model based on Londoners commuting and building
more houses in new, London-centric towns. Instead it proposes that London
solves its housing problems within its own boundaries.
In Kent and Essex the economic model is based on the building of new ﬂood
surge islands and a new generation of green industries, naturally linked back to
London and the South-East where the energy requirement, the energy deﬁcit,
pollution, waste and ﬂood problems are most serious, but nonetheless capable of
actively growing outside of and standing alone from London’s economy.

There is a positive reality.

01

A new kind of National Park.

01
Four new Eco Cities
within the Thames
Gateway – designed
for sustainability,
meaningfully
contributing to
ecological balance.
02
Floating sustainable
island.
03
Farrells’ masterplan,
Chongming Eco City
Island off Shanghai.

02

03

Right: create
10 000
hectares of
new woodland
and other
habitat
– the Thames
Estuary Park
then becomes
a carbon sink.

Why not create a new kind of National Park?

Right:
maximise
agricultural
and maritime
food
production
in the new
Thames
Estuary Park.

A world class landscape for a World City.

Left: the
‘Thames
Estuary
Park’
will work
creatively
with nature
to deal
with the
challenges
of climate
change.

Above: a new kind of National Park is the best
response to economic decline in east London, south
Essex & north Kent
Left: where to put the new flood barrier?

save london for the UK
A national response to climate change and rising sea levels
Background
In the present political culture, big ideas often fail to get support. From an economic point of view, there is a fear that large-scale, ambitious public
ventures (such as the Olympics, Channel Tunnel and the Dome) are unpopular and will fail. There is a history of such endeavours being targets for media
criticism and, rightly or wrongly, the public pick up on these. There is also vested interest, the ‘Nimby’ factor which can act as a powerful deterrent
to large-scale projects. Yet despite the prevailing culture against big thinking, there are now the major issues of global warming and climate change to
contend with. This has the potential to affect London and South-East England and, by extension, the economic engine that drives the whole of the UK.
Rising water levels present a unified threat to the entire Thames Estuary. During the 1980s, the Thames Barrier was raised on average once a year,
but in 2003 it was raised 19 times, and was recently closed for the 100th time. Clearly this is an issue, but how best to strengthen London’s flood
defences? Different responses come with different town planning, placemaking, economic and landscape implications. In all scenarios the existing
barrier remains, but with walls that continue out to the sea, or just the landside of Tilbury to keep the shipping lanes open, or out in the estuary. Yet
what is missing is a perspective that considers the challenge holistically to forge a truly integrated big idea. Even though the area has been declared the
largest regeneration site in Europe, there is nothing that unifies the estuary. However the threat of rising sea levels should be enough to coordinate a
response that is both large scale and imaginative.
This threat is not only to the existing urban, physical, infrastructure and buildings, but also to the future. Where do housebuilders build? How do you
plan the Thames Gateway? Indecision and lack of thinking on a big scale could easily lead to a degree of stagnation and affect the growth, vitality and
future possibilities for London. The scale of the response needs to be at the level of international global competition between world metropolises, and
London clearly has some serious rivals emerging. From the Far East, Middle East and South America, other cities are beginning to challenge London.
To preserve its current pre-eminence and secure both the city’s future and that of the UK will require a response on a truly imaginative scale.

l
l
l
l

A physical connection creates one place
New transport technologies accommodated
Ability to be road, rail, cycle or pedestrian connection
Joining up the different economies within the Thames Estuary Park

New infrastructure here would be of national significance,
connecting Europe to other parts of the UK.

Proposition
Leading flood experts, engineers and environmental agencies, suggest that this response should be structured around strategies for
flood management, with emphasis on control of the tidal surge. In practice this would entail the creation of surge islands, barrier
islands that in themselves block rising sea levels on a tidal basis, deflecting much of the raised water level. This would then be
sufficient for London to be protected within its own lagoon estuary. Barrier islands would protect inland estuary Kent and Essex and
create an economic community with the potential benefits of linkages and use of the islands to engender a genuinely regeneration
based economic dynamic. The islands would readily become self-financing, from both their use and the income from rail and road
links to the east of London, thus neatly side-stepping the prevailing British phobia of big expensive public projects.
The islands could be devoted to different sorts of uses such as leisure, tourism, industry, transport and energy creation. One big
issue to be addressed is that of ecology. Tunnel connections underneath the wetlands would protect adjacent lands, but the islands
would also shelter the wetlands and habitats within the estuary that would otherwise be submerged under rising tidal surges.
Though the islands would affect water and river behaviour, this would occur at the location of barriers or sea walls, so there needs
to be a proper appraisal of water flow. This is a big idea that needs funding to investigate and develop it, which could come from the
private sector. Linking the proposed islands with a large-scale bridge creates a true ‘Thames Gateway’ to the Thames Estuary and
London. The estuary itself would become a community of towns and parklands that could be developed as a significant, regenerated,
regional renaissance with the gateway itself focusing on and celebrating the entry and exit points to the estuary lagoon.

1. The barriers could
include tidal power
generators.
2. An underwater turbine
could extract energy out
of the current.
3. Offshore wind farms
will contribute a significant
amount of clean energy.

New renewable sources can
provide the energy required
for the Thames Estuary Park
and maybe beyond.

Visualisation of Underwater Current Turbines.
Courtesy of Marine Current Turbines TM.

New islands and bridges could become a focus for
new industry in the UK.
l Could a new airport be built on one of the islands?
l Could all London’s ports be consolidated here?
l Could we put uses here that are incompatible with
other land-based existing local communities, for instance,
new carbon neutral power stations?

We can expand habitat and
strengthen the area’s biodiversity
rather than undermine its
ecological value.
l New aquaculture and fish
breeding grounds
l Continuous ecological network
that unites land and water
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New infrastructure in the
Thames Estuary Park could help
us to meet the challenges of
future climate change
1. Islands could help to reduce peaks
of tidal surge.
2. Barriers could be raised from
sea bed to counter extreme events
without creating a permanent
ecological barrier.
3. Shipping lanes kept clear.

We can transform the
area’s recreational potential
to include environmental
tourism, heritage tourism,
and the enhanced use of
the River Thames.
l New harbours, marinas,
piers, sheltered bays
l Yachting and watersports
l Invigorating the area’s
existing resorts
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politics and planning
London’s political boundaries do not relate to place or communities.
Background
Place and community are recognised as real and physically experienced areas of
urban geography. They exist as phenomena in their own right. To manage at local
level an unstructured, historically layered metropolis like London needs political and
administrational disaggregation from a single entity (metropolitan London) to many
workable, manageable units.
Traditionally, these were communities based on religious outreach from individual
churches, ie, the parishes. Later, larger units (the old boroughs) were set up to
increase the scale of land so ‘managed’ and the whole metropolis became a unit of
the old London County Council (LCC). Where the connection between the physically
recognised phenomenon of place/community on the one hand and political/managerial
necessity was eventually lost, however, was in the 1960s and ’70s with the establishment
of the ‘new boroughs’. These were much larger in scale (each contained several
old boroughs and many parishes) and were drawn up with two overriding criteria
– balancing numbers of voting population to assist even and fair electoral voting blocks,
and the right mix of domestic and commercial uses to ensure a fair distribution of
local taxation groupings. To compound this disconnection, the metropolitan wide
Greater London Council was abolished by the Thatcher government in the ’80s, its
fine headquarters sold off as hotels, luxury flats and leisure attractions and London’s
government taken over by the national parliament.
The effect of all this has been to disorientate and disconnect ‘place’ in name and
management from the actuality of London on the ground. For instance, where do
boroughs begin and end – how do you know you are in Westminster or Tower Hamlets?
Major streets (such as Oxford Street), large public and royal parks (such as Hyde and
Regent’s Park) and genuinely cohesive communities are often physically divided by the
boundary lines of different boroughs.
The resultant layered multi-headed disconnected town-planning management zones
do not make town-planning sense, a dynamic now being perpetuated in the Thames
Gateway. At a national level, original ancient boundaries such as Cumberland and
Huntingdonshire have also been lost. This blurring and loss of boundaries compares
unfavourably with the United States, where, in spite of extreme variations in population
numbers, the identity of individual states has always been sacrosanct. Also, at a local
level in Paris, arrondissements are enduring place-related urban phenomena.

Proposition
Base pro-active town planning territories
on place as opposed to the expediency of
politically driven electorally convenient new
‘boroughs’. (Political and administration
development control planning could possibly
continue within the existing boundaries – it’s
the missing proactive urban design work
that needs different territorial boundaries.)
Any study of urban design usually begins by
looking at unified groupings of similar urban
characteristics. Employing a method of tiles
or mini-masterplan areas (as in Edinburgh,
see introduction, p44), these can be engaged
with recognisable community units and urban
designers from the private and public sectors
to devise proactive propositions that replace
passive methods of development control.
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Parishes within central London.

The first City: a Roman military garrison, a
form that has endured for 2000 years.

Outer London Places: typical village communities (north-west area).

Christopher Wren’s post-fire seventeenth-century proposal:
centralist, monarchic, formal, autocratic but not London.

Central London Places:
typical villages and communities.

The Borough of Tower Hamlets is not a place but a collection
of old village hamlets once dependent on the Tower.

The real City of London as it eventually evolved:
free market, democratic and based on private
landownership and parish boundaries.

The old (yellow) and new (red) boroughs of London.

Major planning areas needing unified holistic planning approach: compared to Borough boundaries.
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Martin Birgel led the production of this article assisted by Rory Harmer, Duarte Reino and
Damien Sharkey on the visuals and by Emma Davies on text. Farrells are extremely grateful for the
invaluable assistance of The Architectural Review – particular thanks to Paul Finch (Editor and Editorial
Director), Catherine Slessor (Managing Editor) and Michael Hardaker (Art Editor) for their respective
contributions on editing and layout. The Farrells projects are from work over many years. Particular
mention should be made of the Urban Design team and those who supported them:

The following have helped
on and collaborated
in many ways with the
proposals either on a
voluntary basis or as part
of a design team or as a
client. We apologise for
any omissions.
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Capita Symonds
Carl Powell
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Charles Jencks
Church Street Neighbourhood
Centre
CityWest Homes
Civic Trust
Climate Change Management
CABE
Crown Estate
Dame Jennifer Jenkins
Daniel Moylan
David Barrie
David Coffer

David Abdo
Zoe Adeline
Florian Baeumler
Peter Barbalov
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Nigel Bidwell

David Coomes, EDCO Design
Davis Langdon
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Donaldsons
Dunbar’s John Muir Association
EC Harris
English Heritage
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Environment Agency
Eric Reynolds
Experian Business Strategies
Future Foundation
Gabrielle Berring, HBOS
Gardiner & Theobald
Gary Grant, EcoSchemes
Graham Johnson, Pall Mall

Jeremy Boole
David Davies
Toby Denham
Chris Dyson
Eugene Dreyer
David Edwards
Russ Hamilton

Consult
Graham King, WCC
Greater London Authority
Greycoat Estates Limited
Gustafson Porter
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Hyder Consulting
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Intelligent Space Partnership
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Jim Walker, The Access
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Mike Stowell
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Ken Yeang
Kim Wilkie Associates
King Sturge
KUD International
Land Securities
Lee Mallett
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Leslie Jones Architects
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London Development Agency
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Lord Andrew Mawson
Lord Richard Best

The Pictometry Oblique images have been supplied by BLOM Aerofilms, the UK’s leading provider of aerial
photographs and digital mapping solutions. Pictometry provides high resolution geo-referenced oblique
imagery with up to 12 different images for each location. All major towns and cities have been captured in
Europe covering approximately 70 per cent of the population.				
For further information, please visit www.blompictometry.com or contact Kim Wall:
kwall@blomaerofilms.com
			

M3 Consulting
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Medway Council
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7E SEE MASTERPLANNING  URBAN DESIGN AS A DISCIPLINE IN ITS OWN RIGHT n WE ARE REGARDED
INTERNATIONALLY AS ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST EXPERIENCED WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF PROJECT
TYPES RANGING FROM CONCEPTUAL VISIONING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MASTERPLANNING
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!PART FROM 4HAMES 'ATEWAY SHOWN IN THIS PROFILE WE HAVE ALSO WORKED ON LARGE SCALE REGIONAL
VISIONS SUCH AS LINKING 'LASGOW AND %DINBURGH 7E HAVE SET OUT NEW WAYS OF LOOKING AT THE BIG
PICTURE THINKING AND FINDING NEW WAYS TO PROMOTE AND ADVOCATE VISIONS FOR WHOLE CITIES LIKE
-ANCHESTER %DINBURGH .EWCASTLE AND ,ONDON USUALLY IN CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY LEADERS
/NLY A LARGE TEAM ASSEMBLED AND LED BY &ARRELLS WITH A WIDE COMBINED KNOWLEDGE WAS ABLE TO
ESTABLISH THESE VISIONS AND HELP TO PROMOTE THEM
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&ARRELLS HAVE NUMEROUS OFFICE LED REGENERATION PROJECTS IN THE PORTFOLIO INCLUDING #HISWICK 0ARK
"RINDLEYPLACE 0ATERNOSTER 3QUARE AND 2EGENTS 0LACE 0ADDINGTON "ASIN IS ONE OF THE MOST RECENT
AS WELL AS AMONG THE MOST RECOGNISED AND LARGEST IN SCALE &ARRELLS WERE APPOINTED BY %UROPEAN
,AND IN  WHO FORMED A *OINT 6ENTURE WITH #HELSFIELD 0ADDINGTON $EVELOPMENT #ORPORATION
AND RETHOUGHT THE WHOLE AREA NORTH AND EAST OF 0ADDINGTON 3TATION WITH 7ESTMINSTER #ITY #OUNCIL
0ADDINGTON "ASIN WAS PART OF A  HA URBAN RENEWAL PROJECT LED BY &ARRELLS STRATEGIC OVERVIEW WHICH
INVOLVED A VISION FOR A NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CLOSE TO THE 7EST %ND
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&ARRELLS HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN SEVERAL MASTERPLANS FOR MAJOR CULTURAL COMPLEXES 4HE 3OUTH "ANK
FEATURED IN THIS PROFILE WAS AN EARLY EXAMPLE -ORE RECENT EXAMPLES ARE 4HE $EAN AND THE 3COTTISH
'ALLERY OF -ODERN !RT IN %DINBURGH 4HE MASTERPLAN WAS DEVELOPED AS A NEW LANDSCAPE WHICH
INTEGRATED AND COMBINED NEW AND OLD BUILDINGS GREEN SPACE AND SCULPTURAL EXPERIENCE WITH ARTWORKS
TO CREATE A COMPLETE WORLD OF ITS OWN 4HE $EAN WAS DESIGNED BY &ARRELLS AND THE LANDSCAPING WITHIN
THE MASTERPLAN RECEIVED THE 'ULBENKIAN 0RIZE
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3EVERAL AWARDS FOR STATION AND AIRPORTS AROUND THE WORLD SHOW THE HIGH QUALITY OF &ARRELLS TRANSPORT
INTERCHANGE MASTERPLANS &ARRELLS IS ESPECIALLY PROUD OF THE +OWLOON STATION DESIGNED FOR -42# AND
+#2# AS IT IS ONE OF THE MOST COMPLEX THREE DIMENSIONAL MASTERPLANS EVER REALISED WITH MORE THAN
 MILLION SQ FT /THER AWARD WINNING MASTERPLANS INCLUDE )NCHON )NTERNATIONAL !IRPORT IN 3EOUL
+OREA AND "EIJING 3OUTH 2AILWAY 3TATION
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&ARRELLS LANDSCAPE LED MASTERPLANS SUCH AS !IRE 6ALLEY IN ,EEDS AND #LYDE 'ATEWAY IN 'LASGOW
ARE EXAMPLES OF ONGOING WORK TO BUILD UP A COHERENT LANDSCAPE AND DEVELOPMENT VISION FOR LARGE
STRETCHES OF LAND AT ALL SCALES 4HESE MASTERPLANS REGENERATE DERELICT AND BROWNFIELD AREAS THROUGH
LANDSCAPE AND GREEN INITIATIVES AND RELATE CLOSELY TO THE RIVER AND POTENTIAL FLOODING ISSUES WHILE
CREATING PLACES FOR NEW KINDS OF ECOLOGICAL INDUSTRY AND HOUSING
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&ARRELLS HAVE ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED SEVERAL MASTERPLANS INCLUDING .EWCASTLE 1UAYSIDE
THE %DINBURGH &INANCIAL %XCHANGE AND 0ADDINGTON "ASIN AND ARE CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTING 'REENWICH
0ENINSULA AND 2EGENTS 0LACE IN ,ONDON 2EGENTS 0LACE IS LED BY &ARRELLS BUT ALSO INVOLVES OTHER
ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS TO ACHIEVE DIVERSITY WITHIN THE MASTERPLAN ! CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE CLIENT "RITISH ,AND AS WELL AS #AMDEN AND 4F, CHARACTERISES THE LARGER REGENERATION PROJECT
WHICH EXTENDS BEYOND THE MASTERPLAN AREA OF  MILLION SQ FT 4HE PROJECT RETHINKS THE WAY MAJOR
INNER CITY ROADS ARE TREATED AND FOCUSES ON PEDESTRIAN URBAN MOVEMENTS
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4HE PRACTICE SUCCESSFULLY LED THE URBAN DESIGN OF A NUMBER OF RETAIL LED MIXED USE TOWN CENTRE
REGENERATION PROJECTS IN THE 5+ SUCH AS 9ORK ,EEDS 3TOCKPORT 3OUTHAMPTON 0RESTON AND
.EWCASTLE 5SUALLY WE DESIGN THESE LARGE AREAS OF RETAIL SPACE n FOR CLIENTS INCLUDING (AMMERSON
4OWN #ENTRE 3ECURITIES 'ROSVENOR %STATES AND ,AND 3ECURITIES RANGING FROM  AND  MILLION SQ FT
n TO BE A NEW GENERATION OF RETAIL WITHIN THE CITY A TRULY MIXED USE CENTRE OF RESIDENTIAL CULTURAL AND
OFFICE FACILITIES 7E INVARIABLY LEAD THE PROCESS OF ARCHITECTURAL DIVERSITY BY INVOLVING MANY DIFFERENT
ARCHITECTS ARTISTS AND LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS OFTEN IN WORKSHOPS TO COME UP WITH HOLISTIC AND SUCCESSFUL
CITY CENTRE RETAIL LED SOLUTIONS
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!S THE MASTERPLANNER &ARRELLS ARE OFTEN APPROACHED BY CLIENTS TO DESIGN KEY BUILDINGS WITHIN
THE MASTERPLAN -ARSHAM 3TREET MASTERPLAN STARTED OFF AS A REAPPRAISAL OF THE $EPARTMENT OF
%NVIRONMENT BUILDINGS A WHOLE CITY BLOCK 4HE PROPOSALS INVOLVED REINSTATING THE AREAS HISTORIC
PATTERN ERECTING LOW RISE SEPARATE BUILDINGS AND RE MAKING LOST STREET FRONTAGES AND PUBLIC SPACES
!S A RESULT &ARRELLS WERE APPOINTED TO DESIGN THE (OME /FFICE (EADQUARTER FOR "OUYGUES WITHIN
THE MASTERPLAN /THER BUILDINGS WITHIN MASTERPLANS INCLUDE 4HE 0OINT AT 0ADDINGON "ASIN 4HE
3TATION WITHIN THE +OWLOON COMPLEX AND THE %DINBURGH )NTERNATIONAL #ONFERENCE #ENTRE WITHIN THE
%XCHANGE &INANCIAL $ISTRICT -ASTERPLAN
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!S PART OF THE 4HAMES %STUARY 0ARK PROPOSAL &ARRELLS CREATED MASTERPLANS AND VISIONS FOR THREE NEW
ECO CITIES WITHIN THE 4HAMES %STUARY 0ARK !S WELL AS THESE WE ALSO MASTERPLANNED A NEW SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY IN 7HITENESS NEAR )NVERNESS AT A FORMER OIL YARD 4HE HIGH CONTAMINATION OF THE SITE AND
THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF THE SURROUNDING AREAS LED TO A LANDSCAPE BASED VISION 4HE ZONES WITHIN THE
MASTERPLAN WERE BASED UPON THE NATURAL LANDSCAPE INVOLVING THE COLLABORATION OF THREE DIFFERENT
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS &ARRELLS ACHIEVED PLANNING CONSENT IN RECORD TIME FOR THIS EXEMPLARY SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY WITH  NEW HOMES A MARINA HOTELS SHOPS SCHOOLS AND LEISURE FACILITIES 4HE CONCEPT
DESIGN WON THE 3COTTISH $ESIGN !WARD FOR PLACEMAKING
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!S A FORMER %NGLISH (ERITAGE #OMMISSIONER 3IR 4ERRY &ARRELL HAS CHAMPIONED SEVERAL CONSERVATION
LED MASTERPLANS 4HE OFFICE MASTERPLANNED THE REGENERATION OF #OMYN #HING 4RIANGLE IN #OVENT
'ARDEN DESIGNED THE MASTERPLAN FOR 3PITALFIELDS -ARKET LOOKED AT THE .ORTHGATE QUARTER WITHIN
#HESTER AND PRODUCED THE %DINBURGH %XCHANGE $ISTRICT MASTERPLAN -ORE RECENTLY %NGLISH (ERITAGE
HAVE COMMISSIONED &ARRELLS TO DRAW UP A SCHEME FOR 3MITHFIELD -ARKET AND &ARRINGDON AND WILL GIVE
EVIDENCE AT A FORTHCOMING INQUIRY
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4HROUGH OUR WORK WITH DIFFERENT HOSPITALS WE HAVE DESIGNED MANY MASTERPLANS FOR LARGE INNER CITY
HEALTH CAMPUSES 7E WORK ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT HOSPITALS FUNCTION LIKE REAL URBAN VILLAGES 7E LOOK
AT MASTERPLANNING AS A GUIDE AS TO HOW TO LAY OUT A HOSPITAL WITH ITS ROUTES AND SPACES LIKE URBAN
STREETS AND SQUARES AND THE DIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE WITHIN IT 4HE INTEGRATION OF CAMPUS AND URBAN
FABRIC IS AN ESSENTIAL ASPECT OF THESE MASTERPLANS FOR INSTANCE AT 3T "ARTS (OSPITAL THE 0ADDINGTON
(EALTH #AMPUS 5#,( AND THE ,ONDON #LINIC WITHIN AN URBAN BLOCK IN CENTRAL ,ONDON
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&ARRELLS HAVE IMPROVED THE PUBLIC REALM AND THE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT OF SEVERAL MAJOR UNIVERSITIES
WITHIN THE 5+ 4HE 0ROJECT 5NITY MASTERPLAN AND THE -ANCHESTER !RC OF /PPORTUNITY STUDIES FOR
-ANCHESTER AND 3ALFORD #ITY #OUNCILS AND THE NEWLY COMBINED 5NIVERSITY OF -ANCHESTER CREATED
A VISION FOR (OWARD "ERNSTEINS +NOWLEDGE #APITAL PHYSICALLY AND INTELLECTUALLY CONNECTING CITY
AND UNIVERSITY /THER UNIVERSITY MASTERPLANS INCLUDE /XFORD 5NIVERSITYS 3CIENCE #AMPUS WHERE
&ARRELLS PROPOSED A NEW INTERNAL AXIS UNITING THE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT AND $UNDEE 5NIVERSITY WHERE
TOGETHER WITH $AVID -ACH AND OTHERS WE DESIGNED A NEW GREEN HEART FOR THE CAMPUS AND EXPLORED
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES !T +EELE 5NIVERSITY WE PROPOSED THE EXPANSION OF THE CAMPUS WITH A
VIBRANT MIX OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS USES AND A HOTEL n A TOWN IN ITS OWN RIGHT
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)N ADDITION TO 7HITENESS &ARRELLS HAVE WORKED ON BROWNFIELD REGENERATION MASTERPLANS THROUGHOUT
THE 5+ SUCH AS .EWCASTLE 1UAYSIDE 0ADDINGTON "ASIN AND 'REENWICH 0ENINSULA AND HAVE GAINED
AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION WITHIN THIS FIELD )N  &ARRELLS DESIGNED A  MILLION SQ FT MASTERPLAN
FOR "RINDLEYPLACE IN "IRMINGHAM FOR 2OSEHAUGH WHICH WAS LATER BUILT BY !RGENT 4HE AREA WAS A
COMPLETELY RUN DOWN PART OF THE CANAL BANK OF "IRMINGHAM BUT IT BECAME THE CORE PIECE OF URBAN
REGENERATION IN THIS INDUSTRIAL CITY SPARKING OFF WHOLE NEW AREAS AROUND IT !S A KEY PIECE OF INITIAL
REGENERATION IT TRIGGERED THE WIDER URBAN RENAISSANCE OF THIS ENTIRE PART OF "IRMINGHAM AND RECEIVED
MANY AWARDS
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4HROUGH OUR CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL COUNCILS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS WE HAVE
DEVELOPED SEVERAL MASTERPLANS THROUGH ALL STAGES UNTIL PLANNING CONSENT WAS ACHIEVED /UR EXPERIENCE
IN APPROACHING PLANNING APPLICATIONS ALLOWS US TO CO ORDINATE THE DIFFERENT CONSULTANTS CLIENTS AND
STAKEHOLDER REQUIREMENTS AND STILL ACHIEVE RAPID PLANNING CONSENTS FOR EXAMPLE 'REENWICH 0ENINSULA
n ONE OF THE BIGGEST CONVENTIONAL PLANNING CONSENTS WITHIN THE 5+ n WAS ACHIEVED WITHIN  WEEKS
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'REENWICH 0ENINSULA SHOWS THE SUCCESSFUL USE OF DESIGN GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY &ARRELLS /UR
EXPERTISE IN IMPLEMENTING MASTERPLANS REACHES FAR BEYOND THE MASTERPLAN DESIGN AND INVOLVES DESIGN
GUIDELINES AS WELL AS WORKING WITH DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS HELPING TO CHOOSE THE ARCHITECTS AND
DIRECT THEM 7ELL DEFINED GUIDELINES HELP US TO DIRECT THE DESIGN AND TO KEEP CONTROL
$%3)'. #(!-0)/.).'
!S A RESULT OF THE PRACTICES STRONG REPUTATION AS 5RBAN $ESIGNERS BOTH GLOBALLY AND WITHIN THE 5+
AND 3IR 4ERRY &ARRELLS CREDIBILITY HE WAS APPOINTED AS $ESIGN #HAMPION FOR %DINBURGH WHERE &ARRELLS
DESIGNED A SET OF MINI MASTERPLANS FOR A COHERENT NEW VISION FOR %DINBURGH 2ECENTLY 3IR 4ERRY &ARRELL
WAS ALSO -EDWAY #OUNCILS $ESIGN #HAMPION LOOKING AT THE FUTURE VISION OF -EDWAY 4HE NEW VISION
SETS UP THE WAY FORWARD FOR REGENERATING ITS RIVERFRONT IMPROVING THE HIGH STREETS AND CONNECTING THE
FIVE DISPERSED TOWNS TOGETHER TO -EDWAY #ITY
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